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Abstract

Molecular systems biology constitutes a holistic approach towards understanding mechanisms of the cell functioning. Cell signaling is one of the examples of self regulation mechanisms to perform functional roles such as proliferation, stress or apoptosis. Aberrant signaling processes can lead to diseases such as cancer, autoimmunity, and diabetes. Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of signaling in general as well as specific changes in the context of the disease, is vital for the design of novel treatment strategies.

Heterogeneity of cancer in terms of genetic mutations is a well known cause of treatment resistance. Recent studies in cancer cell lines have demonstrated a crucial role of non-genetic origins of cancer heterogeneity, for example fractional killing of sister cells in TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Various modeling approaches have been proposed to investigate this phenomenon. However, apoptosis is a process with many components and non-trivial dynamics, which makes its modeling a particularly challenging task; in particular, to date no model has provided a satisfactory explanation of fractional killing.

Studying responses that affect only a part of an apparently homogeneous population - as in the case of fractional killing - requires monitoring cellular properties and characteristics at the single cell level. Recently developed multi-parametric high throughput technologies for single cell measurements, such as mass cytometry, allow the monitoring of 30+ proteins at the single cell level for up to millions of individual cells in a single experiment, and thereby enables us to learn detailed descriptions, i.e. models of this process. However, mass cytometry is a destructive technique, which therefore doesn’t provide time series information, but rather time dynamics acquired by disjoint snapshots.

In this thesis we focus on computational approaches towards discovering causal non-genetic mechanisms of cell-to-cell variability in protein signaling from mass cytometry snapshots. In particular, we focus on mathematical models of cell variability and computational methods aimed to overcome two major limitations of mass cytometry to reverse
engineer these models from data: (a) lack of temporal connection between the cells in different snapshots; (b) partially observed system due to a limited panel of measured markers.

In Chapter 2 we present Reactionet lasso, a regression-based gradient matching approach for stochastic reaction networks, that is capable of partial structure learning for systems of arbitrary size. We assessed the structure learning capabilities of the Reactionet lasso on synthetic data for systems of different size and complexity. Reactionet lasso achieves structure learning for problem instances hundreds of orders of magnitude larger than previously reported. This approach opens the prospect of obtaining quantitative and predictive reaction models in many areas of biology and medicine, and in particular areas such as cancer biology, which are characterized by significant system alterations and many unknown reactions.

Chapter 3 demonstrates application of Reactionet lasso towards understanding molecular mechanisms of fractional killing in TRAIL-induced apoptosis. In this chapter we address both problems of destructive measurements and partially observed system by a combination of optimal transport and Reactionet lasso (REALmatch). REALmatch was applied to a mass cytometry time course study of TRAIL-induced apoptosis and derived mechanistic insights into fractional killing. The proposed mechanisms were evaluated through functional inhibitor experiments that perturb key pathways in identified network.

While the focus of chapters 2 and 3 is on the discovery of specific mechanisms of protein signaling, Chapter 4 attempts to address a more general question of modeling of a signaling system as a whole. In particular, we raise a question of a necessity of acquiring a precise mechanistic model to answer a question of "why?" and "what if?" in the context of protein signaling. We propose to model signaling mechanisms with dynamic Structural Equations Models, and introduce MassCaRA, a simple structure learning approach to learn the model from single-cell mass cytometry snapshots. We demonstrate the performance MassCaRA for ab initio reconstruction of signaling pathway in the presence of latent variables.

To summarize, in this thesis we propose several different computational approaches towards understanding causal mechanisms of cell variability in protein signaling from mass cytometry snapshots. The proposed methods are generic and could be in principle applied to any signaling system. However, we suggest that REALmatch is better suitable for systems with a bi-modal outcome like TRAIL-induced apoptosis, while MassCaRA
should give a better performance on the systems with a rather homogeneous behavior.
Zusammenfassung


In dieser Arbeit konzentrieren wir uns auf computergestützte Ansätze zur Entdeckung
Zusammenfassung

kausaler nicht-genetischer Mechanismen der Zell-zu-Zell-Variabilität in der Proteinsignalisierung aus Schnappschüssen der Massenzytometrie. Insbesondere konzentrieren wir uns auf mathematische Modelle der Zellvariabilität und Berechnungsmethoden, die darauf abzielen, zwei große Einschränkungen der Massenzytometrie zu überwinden, um diese Modelle aus Daten zu rekonstruieren: (a) fehlende zeitliche Verbindung zwischen den Zellen in verschiedenen Momentaufnahmen; (b) teilweise beobachtetes System aufgrund einer begrenzten Anzahl von gemessenen Markern.


Zusammenfassung

*ab initio* Rekonstruktion des Signalwegs in Gegenwart eines Konstrukts.

Part I.

Introduction and Background
1 Introduction

We have a large reservoir of engineers (and scientists) with a vast background of engineering know how. They need to learn statistical methods that can tap into the knowledge. Statistics used as a catalyst to engineering creation will, I believe, always result in the fastest and most economical progress...

– George Box, 1992

The relatively young field of Systems Biology emerged from the concept of interpreting a cell as a "complex system". Essentially Systems Biology aims at studying how relationships between a system’s parts give rise to the collective behaviour of a cell (e.g. proliferation, apoptosis, etc.). Another important question addressed by Systems Biology is how changes in the systems components lead to a aberrant behavior such as disease. In contrast, classical molecular biology is centered around gathering "facts" about the cell such as genome sequences, protein properties, etc. However, these facts alone are not enough to understand the complex behavior. The common analogy in systems biology is with a car: knowing every detail about of the component parts of the car will not help you to construct a working vehicle, unless you know how they should be assembled together. Even then, in order to make it drive, you also need to know which "button to turn on". One of the most important applications of understanding molecular biology at a systems level is drug discovery and treatment optimization [1, 2], which in the car analogy is this "button".

State of the art research in systems biology clearly distinguishes two modeling approaches: (1) knowledge discovery (data-mining) and (2) simulation of the system from a mechanistic model to predict its behavior and potentially validate the prediction with experiments [2]. Mechanistic approaches (Section 1.0.1) constitute the most comprehensive modeling approach to understand systems behavior. However, typically the structure of mechanistic models is assumed to be known. When this is not the case, data-mining approaches can be helpful. Data-mining approaches are typically centered
around statistical methods (Section 1.0.2) and attempt to discover new potential causal interactions not necessarily connecting them into a unified network. We discuss advantages and challenges of both approaches, and their role in systems modeling, in the sections below.

Systems biology research and in particular its computational approaches are largely driven by data. The majority of methods to quantify components of the cell (e.g. mRNA, proteins) rely on bulk measurements. Therefore, historically, since the measured data was dictating the modeling approach, the majority of research efforts were invested into modeling deterministic dynamics systems, by means of Ordinary Differential Equations [3]. However, these models could only capture the average behavior of cells in a heterogeneous population. Development of single-cell technologies such as flow cytometry allowed to unlock a new layer of modeling: quantitatively assessing heterogeneity. Stochasticity was shown to play a crucial role in all types of molecular systems from stochastic gene expression [4–6] to signaling networks [7].

The development of mass cytometry was one of the significant "break-throughs" in addressing the problem of modeling cell-to-cell variability [8, 9]. Mass cytometry is a single cell proteomic technique that expands conventional flow cytometry approaches, permitting of multi-parametric monitoring of 30+ proteins at the single cell level for up to millions of individual cells in a single experiment. One drawback of this technology is that like any cytometry measurement technique it is destructive. Temporal information about the processes is therefore only partially preserved by measuring snapshots at different times after stimulation.

From the modeling point of view there are two major sources of cell-to-cell variability: intrinsic and extrinsic [10]. Intrinsic variability is the noise due to the stochastic nature of chemical kinetics. In mechanistic modeling this source of noise is modeled with Chemical Master Equation by means of Stochastic Differential Equations [11]. Extrinsic noise it typically referred to as heterogeneity in the cell population, such as variations in total protein concentration, in cell volume and cell cycle stage [12]. In terms of mechanistic modeling this source of variability could be modeled in two ways: random initial conditions and variability reaction rates.
1.0.1. Mechanistic modeling

Mechanistic modeling was the state of the art long before the development of single-cell technologies. It has its roots in Control Systems theory, and provides a comprehensive toolkit to study systems [13, 14]: their structure, dynamics, control and design.

**Systems structure.** The first step in mechanistic modeling is defining network structure, such as gene regulatory networks or signaling pathway diagrams. The development of a unified language for representing a structure of a biological network (Systems Biology Markup Language) facilitated a rich collection of gene interaction networks and biochemical pathways [15], making them easily accessible. Many software were developed to read out the models into graphical format (diagram), or to simulate the corresponding dynamic system.

Given a known model one of the main problems in mechanistic modeling is parameter estimation. While parameter estimation from time-series experiments of deterministic systems is already a standard procedure [16], efficient modeling of biological stochastic systems is still a challenge, due to the destructive nature of cytometry experiments [17, 18]. However, an efficient approach was proposed for single-cell time lapse data [5]. Another challenge in parameter inference in general is practical identifiability, sensitivity of the parameter with respect to the observed data, which may limit identifiability of the model from data [19].

In the case when the model structure is not known, one might want to reverse engineer it from data. Here the state of the art approach is model selection: several plausible structures are enumerated, fit to data, and the best fit is chosen [20, 21]. Though this approach is the most widely used among biologists, it is not scalable to large systems (>20 components) and many unknown interactions.

**Systems design.** Optimal experiment design has been demonstrated to successfully address the problem of practical identifiability for deterministic [22, 23] and stochastic systems [24, 25]. However, topological identifiability of an arbitrary large system still remains an open question [26].

**Systems dynamics.** Knowing the structure of the model the next step in the systems analysis typically includes the study of dynamics. One way to understand the behavior of the system is to study its sensitivity under changes of parameters [27, 28]. Typically this problem is addressed by simulations. Simulation of a deterministic biological system directly from an SBML file is now a part of routine pipeline and incorporated in the
majority of standard software. Simulations of stochastic systems are more complicated in their nature. The Stochastic Simulations Algorithm [29] is the state of the art algorithm for simulation of a stochastic reaction network. However, its performance might be too slow for large scale dynamic networks. A number of fast approximations were recently proposed: tau-leaping [30], finite state projection algorithm [31], linear noise approximation [32].

**Systems control.** Modeling drug discovery is largely based on principles from control theory for deterministic systems. Advances were also made in the control of stochastic systems: "in silico" feedback control was configured to achieve precise and robust set point regulation of gene expression [33].

The described properties are highly desirable for systems biology modeling, but are largely precluded by the complexity of structure learning.

### 1.0.2. Statistical approaches for hypothesis generation

The second pillar of computational systems biology is data mining: the application of statistical and machine learning methods to gather facts from data for complex systems. Development of the aforementioned high-throughput single-cell technologies such as flow and mass cytometry, opened many opportunities for transferring statistical and machine learning algorithms to biological applications. In particular, statistical approaches come in hand for a difficult ill-posed problem of learning topology of a dynamic system: there were numerous attempts to exploit statistical concepts to generate hypothesis about chemical reactions. Below we give an overview on causal structure learning from snapshot data. As we dismissed in Section 1.0.1, one of the caveats of cytometry techniques is the lack of temporal connection between the snapshots; detailed discussion of causal discovery from time series [34, 35] is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis.

Probabilistic graphical models [36] constitute a popular choice when attempting to generate hypothesis about biochemical reactions. Friedman first proposed to analyze gene expression data from DNA microarrays using Bayesian network[37]. Later Sachs et al. [38] showed promising results on the application of Bayesian Networks towards signaling. Bayesian Networks represent conditional dependencies and independencies in the data. In some cases directions of edges in Bayesian Networks coincide with true causal directions, however this is not true in a general case [39].

Extension of Bayesian Networks to tackle causality problem was proposed by means of
Causal Bayesian Networks [39]. The notion of causation is defined in terms of interventions: if A is causal to B, intervening on A would lead to an effect on B. Therefore, the theory of causal networks relies on learning from both observational and interventional data. In case when only observational data is available, conclusions about directions are limited to the Markov equivalence class of models: only some edges can be directed while orientation of the rest remains ambiguous [40]. To resolve the remaining edges, interventional experiments are needed. In biological settings, such interventions are gene knockouts for gene regulatory networks [41] inference or molecular inhibitors for signaling systems[42]. Recently, a new type of interventions became available for signaling systems: interventions by transient transfection [43].

While causal inference in the presence of interventional data demonstrated significant improvement, it is still limited by the assumption of a network to be a directed acyclic graph. The Sparse Bayesian algorithm, a Byaesian modeling approach of a steady-state distribution of a dynamic system, was proposed to overcome this limitation to infer gene regulatory interactions from gene expression microarrays and gene-knockout interventions[44].

Sachs et al. [45] first raised the question of the importance of dynamics in statistical modeling from single-cell cytometry snapshots data. All the models described above assume that the system is at a steady-state. But as Sachs pointed out, a signaling system is never truly in a steady state. The authors demonstrate how to use Generalized Bayesian networks (GBNs)[46, 47], a generalization of Bayesian Networks to accommodate cycles, coupled with small molecular inhibitors.

Recently Triantafillou et al. demonstrated how advances in causal structure learning methods from interventional data, under the assumption of causal Bayesian Networks, could be applied to mass cytometry data [48]. Based on the results of their study, the authors once again stress that noise, confounders and feedback cycles are still open questions for the successful application of automatic causal discovery towards biology.

Another approach for causal modeling was recently proposed by using Structural Equation Models (SEMs) [49]. Using large-scale gene deletion experiments in yeast, the authors aim to predict the effect of a new gene knockout or knockdown on a phenotype of interest. Compared to the previously described models, this is already a first step towards bridging statistical models with comprehensive understanding of system’s behaviour. Bongers et al. demonstrated relation of steady-state of a dynamic system and SEMs [50]. Although this theoretical finding did not show practical applications, yet
we consider it as an important step towards bridging statistical models and mechanistic ones.

### 1.0.3. Thesis contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Generate hypothesis about individual reactions</th>
<th>Predict under changing distr. or intervention</th>
<th>Answer counterfactual questions</th>
<th>Obtain biological insight</th>
<th>Learn from data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanistic Model: deterministic and stochastic reaction networks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Chapter 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Causal Model</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Chapter 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Causal Bayesian Networks</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Chapter 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Model (PPI networks)</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.1.: A simple taxonomy of models from Peters et al. in the light of modern Systems Biology (proteomics) research and contribution of this thesis.

Green boxes represent modeling approaches covered by systems biology applications, "yes/no/?" correspond to the overall state of the art in modeling complex systems beyond biology. Light green boxes represent recent progress of these approaches towards systems biology applications, but without consistently demonstrated impact.

Central questions in systems biology are "Why?", "How?" and "What if?". The main focus of this thesis is the investigation of mathematical modeling approaches, for answering these questions for the scenario where the network structure of the systems is unknown. In particular, we are interested in recovering non-genetic mechanisms of cell-to-cell variability. Figure 1 depicts a summary table of modern approaches for modeling complex systems [51] in the light of modern Systems Biology research (in the context of protein signaling) and the contribution of this thesis. Starting from classical dynamic systems formulations, the work dives deeper into statistical modeling. Like George Box we believe that statistical modeling could be invaluable towards understanding of large-scale complex systems.

**Chapter 2** introduces Reactionet lasso, a computational procedure that derives a step-wise sparse regression approach on the basis of the Chemical Master Equation, enabling large-scale structure learning for reaction networks by implicitly accounting for
billions of topology variants. We have assessed the structure learning capabilities of the Reactionet lasso on synthetic data for the complete TRAIL induced apoptosis signaling cascade comprising 70 reactions. We find that the Reactionet lasso is able to efficiently recover the structure of these reaction systems, ab initio, with high sensitivity and specificity. With only < 1% false discoveries, the Reactionet lasso is able to recover 45% of all true reactions ab initio among > 6000 possible reactions and over $10^{2000}$ network topologies. We provide software to allow for wide applicability of the Reactionet lasso.

**Chapter 3** addresses the problem of studying asynchronous processes from mass cytometry snapshots. One of the limitations of flow and mass cytometry is its destructive nature, making it difficult to apply to problems when the changes in the systems behavior appear over time and could happen at different speed for individual cells. Non-genetic origins of fractional killing during TRAIL-induced apoptosis is a perfect example of a problem where knowledge of temporal connections between the snapshots is vital: starting from a seemingly homogeneous population cells show differences in time of committing death as well as appearance of a resistant population by the end of the process. We introduce *RealMatch*, a computational approach based on *Reactionet lasso* coupled with optimal transport to generate hypothesis about molecular mechanisms of fractional killing in TRAIL-induced apoptosis.

**Chapter 4** aims at filling in the gap between mechanistic and statistical models. Structure and parameter learning for dynamic systems still remains a challenging task. Recently progress has been made in linking statistical concept of distribution and correlation, to a more philosophical notion of "causation". Although everyone knows the mantra "correlation doesn’t apply causation" a lot of effort in the last decade was introduced towards mathematical formalism of extracting "causal" direction and exploiting this knowledge [52][51]. We propose Causal Time Series Snapshots model (CTSSM), a simple statistical model based on causality principles, which extend classical statistical models towards modeling essential biological concepts as feedback loops. This model belongs to a Structural Equations Models class and allows to apply all the respective formalism developed in causal inference and counterfactual analysis. In the context of biology it means that it could be used to quantitatively answer questions such as "given a certain intervention on the system (e.g. with a drug), how will it affect the phenotype?". Compared to mechanistic models, CTSSM avoids tedious computations of differential equations by approximating them with functional dependencies. We introduce *MassCaRA*, a simple heuristic based approach to learn the structure of CTTSM
and demonstrate its performance on several synthetic datasets including one generated from a mechanistic model. The ability of CTSSM to model feedback loops and the structure learning capabilities of MassCaRA make CTSSM an attractive modeling tool for systems biology applications.
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Part II.

Scientific Contributions
2 Sparse regression based structure learning of stochastic reaction networks from single cell snapshot time series

Anna Klimovskaia, Stefan Ganscha, Manfred Claassen

Adapted here with minor modifications.

**Contribution by AK:** conceived and implemented the methodology, designed and performed the computational experiments, wrote the manuscript.
2.1. Introduction

Cellular processes are essentially implemented by networks of biochemical reactions. The topology of such networks is typically only partially known, rendering the identification of the correct network from experimental data a key challenge. Despite the importance of this task, only little progress has been made in devising methods to systematically and comprehensively infer topologies of non-trivial chemical reaction networks. In this work, we propose a sparse regression approach tailored to the task of large-scale model selection for chemical reaction networks.

Different model classes have been developed to describe biochemical reaction systems. In order of increasing level of detail these comprise statistical time series models, such as autoregressive models and dynamic Bayesian networks, deterministic ordinary differential equation or stochastic differential equation based kinetic models [1]. The choice of model class depends on prior information for the system of interest and type of experimental data. Single cell technologies furnish further statistical information about component distributions, e.g. variances and covariances, aiding in systems identification [2] and are expected to become increasingly prevalent in routine biological research [3].

Two main computational tasks arise when learning any of these models from data: parameter inference, and structure learning. Parameter inference aims at finding model parameters (e.g. kinetic rate constants). Parameter inference has been performed by sampling from posterior parameter distributions, or global non-convex or convex optimization methods [4]. Structure learning aims at additionally identifying the reaction network topology governing the dynamics of the system components.

Parameter inference becomes increasingly computationally intensive for larger systems with numerous parameters [1]. Structure learning for these systems is an even more daunting task since parameter inference has to be performed for each of the possibly very many different system topologies. Therefore, structure learning is typically confined to comparison of a small, carefully selected set of candidate topologies by means of model selection criteria, such as information criteria (e.g. AIC, BIC) or Bayes Factors [5–7]. However, this approach requires substantial prior knowledge about the studied system in order to identify reasonable candidate models. Systematic approaches to enumerate a subset of sensible topologies have been not reported until recently. These approaches implement greedy strategies that either iteratively reduce the number of reactions of an overcomplete system of reactions or add reactions one at a time to a system with a
minimal set of reactions [8]. However, such greedy approaches do not guarantee finding globally optimal topologies for non-convex fitting objectives. Furthermore, exploration of the multitude of local optima in the context of combinatorially many possible topologies becomes computationally prohibitive due to the requirement to explicitly evaluate every considered candidate topology. No global approaches have been reported to perform structure learning by comprehensively evaluating model candidates for stochastic chemical reaction networks.

We propose the reactionet lasso, a convex relaxation of the structure learning task. This approach yields a single best sparse reaction set from all possible reactions by translating a recent sparse identification approach for nonlinear dynamic systems [9] to operate on and deal with non-trivial application specific parameter and noise structure for time series snapshot data acquired for stochastic chemical reaction networks.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Sparse regression for structure learning of stochastic reaction networks

Structure learning by the reactionet lasso takes advantage of the formal link between the chemical reaction model and the observed data that is defined by the Chemical Master Equation. This differential equation system describes the temporal evolution of the abundance distributions of species governed by a stochastic chemical reaction network [10]. The moment generating functions of the Chemical Master Equation give rise to the moment equations, a system of ordinary differential equations for the temporal evolution of the central moments $M_r$ of the abundance distributions (see Methods).

$$\dot{M}_r = \sum_l k_l F_{rl}(t; M),$$

(2.1)

with rate constants $k_l$, time $t$ and set of all central moments of individual species $M$. For mass action kinetics the terms $F_{rl}(t; M)$ are polynomials over these moments such as abundance means and variances of individual species. $F_{rl}(t; M)$ will be referred to as stoichiometric moment functions herein (see also S1 Text).

The moment equations constitute the formal link between the time series snapshot
data and the rate constants of the underlying chemical reactions. Rate constant esti-
mation for stochastic mass action kinetics reaction networks in this context therefore
reduces to parameter estimation for the ordinary differential equation system [2.1] with
stoichiometric moment functions determined from the time series data.

Parameter estimation for a mass action kinetics network typically requires the costly
integration of the moment equations for every considered parameter configuration. Im-
putation of the moment gradients by gradient matching procedures (see Methods) cir-
cumvents these type of evaluations and, in conjunction with the empirical moments,
allows for parameter inference by means of a non-negative linear regression task with
the least squares estimate $\hat{k}$ for rate constants $k$ given by:

$$
\hat{k} = \arg\min_{k>0} \| \hat{b} - \hat{A}k \|^2_2, \quad (2.2)
$$

where the response vector elements $b_j$ corresponds to the vector of empirical gradient
estimates for $\dot{M}_j(t)$ from the gradient matching procedure (see Methods) and the design
matrix entries $\hat{A}_{jl}$ correspond to the estimates of the stoichiometric moment functions
$F_{jl}(t; M)$:

$$
b = \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{M}_{r1}(t_1) \\
\vdots \\
\hat{M}_{r1}(t_T) \\
\hat{M}_{r2}(t_1) \\
\vdots \\
\hat{M}_{r2}(t_T) \\
\vdots \\
\hat{M}_{rN}(t_1) \\
\vdots \\
\hat{M}_{rN}(t_T)
\end{bmatrix}, \quad A = \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{F}_{r11}(t_1) & \hat{F}_{r12}(t_1) & \cdots & \hat{F}_{r1L}(t_1) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\hat{F}_{r11}(t_T) & \hat{F}_{r12}(t_T) & \cdots & \hat{F}_{r1L}(t_T) \\
\hat{F}_{r21}(t_1) & \hat{F}_{r22}(t_1) & \cdots & \hat{F}_{r2L}(t_1) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\hat{F}_{r21}(t_T) & \hat{F}_{r22}(t_T) & \cdots & \hat{F}_{r2L}(t_T) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\hat{F}_{rN1}(t_1) & \hat{F}_{rN2}(t_1) & \cdots & \hat{F}_{rNL}(t_1) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\hat{F}_{rN1}(t_T) & \hat{F}_{rN2}(t_T) & \cdots & \hat{F}_{rNL}(t_T)
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

This linear regression formulation has been applied for parameter inference of deter-
ministic chemical reaction models [6, 11].

Model selection across small sets of model variants has previously been performed
with information criteria [11] or model averaging [6]. The Lasso constitutes another
approach for efficient and comprehensive model selection in linear regression models [12]. It introduces an L1 norm ($\| \cdot \|_1$) regularization on the parameters $k$ to promote the identification of sparse solutions, i.e. solutions with many zero-valued parameter estimates.

$$\hat{k} = \arg\min_{k>0} \| \hat{b} - \hat{A}k \|_2^2 + \lambda \| k \|_1,$$

(2.3)

Various extensions of the Lasso method were introduced in literature to improve its shrinkage properties in the presence or absence of heteroscedasticity [13].

While the Lasso has been used in recent reports to identify general nonlinear dynamical systems [9] or to select the mechanism types (mass action or Hill kinetics) of a fixed reaction set defined by the deterministic Repressilator comprising six components [14], it still remains to adapt the regression model and regularization concepts to enable more comprehensive model selection for realistic reaction systems that exhibit stochasticity and larger amount of components/reactions. The next sections will delineate in detail the challenges and solutions implemented in the reactionet lasso to achieve this goal.

2.2.2. Reactionet lasso

This section introduces the reactionet lasso (Figure 2.1), a computational method for learning the structure of chemical reaction networks. The overarching strategy of this procedure consists of (1) enumerating all (or at least a significant fraction of reasonable) conceivable unary/binary reactions between the components of a reaction system of interest and (2) applying an appropriate stepwise sparse regression approach to select the sparse subset of reactions underlying the observed dynamics in the snapshot time series data.

The following properties of such structure learning instances preclude the application of conventional least squares based approaches for parameter estimation and selection: (1) noise and heteroscedasticity of the observed response $\hat{b}$ (empirical moment gradient estimates) as well as in the observed design matrix $\hat{A}$ (stoichiometric moment function evaluations) and (2) different scales of individual parameters $k_i$ (rate constants) resulting from the occurrence of large a spectrum of fast and slow reactions. The reactionet lasso addresses each of these challenges in as delineated in the following.

The intrinsic variability of stochastic chemical kinetics result induce variability of the
empirical estimates of moments and their gradients. Therefore the observed response vector as well as the stoichiometric moment functions in the design matrix are expected to deviate from the true latent correspondents. We capture this by defining $\mathbf{b} = \mathbf{\hat{b}} + \epsilon_b$ and $\mathbf{A} = \mathbf{\hat{A}} + \epsilon_A$ to be the true latent moment gradients and stoichiometric moment functions, and $\epsilon_A$ and $\epsilon_b$ to be their respective intrinsic variability induced deviations from the estimated/observed quantities. If we knew the true values of the latent variables, finding the rate constants $\mathbf{k}$ would translate to solving the following equation:

$$\mathbf{b} = \mathbf{A} \mathbf{k}. \quad (2.4)$$

By substituting the variables in equation 2.4 with the definitions for our empirical estimates of the latent variables we obtain:

$$\mathbf{\hat{b}} = \mathbf{\hat{A}} \mathbf{k}. \quad (2.5)$$

with $\epsilon := \epsilon_A \mathbf{k} - \epsilon_b$. 
Equation 2.5 seems to motivate a straightforward optimization strategy to compute a maximum likelihood parameter estimate given the observations for moment gradients and stoichiometric moment functions (e.g. least squares for independent and normally distributed residuals $\epsilon$). However, it becomes apparent that this strategy is not valid due to the residual $\epsilon$ being a function of the parameters $k$ (by virtue of the noise in the observed design matrix).

The reactionet lasso implements a stepwise strategy to address this dependency. The first step (Step 1) is a Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FG) estimate. It comprises the estimation of the variances of the residuals $\epsilon_b$ and $\epsilon_A$ via bootstrapping of the gradient estimates and stoichiometric moment functions on the basis the single-cell data. A preliminary least squares fit is then performed to achieve an estimate $k^{LS}$ for equation 2.5. This estimate is expected to approximate the order of magnitude of the individual rate constants. In conjunction with the estimates of the variances of the residuals $\epsilon_b$ and $\epsilon_A$, we use $k^{LS}$ to achieve an estimate of the component-wise variance $\Sigma_\epsilon = \text{diag}\{\sigma_{\epsilon_1}^2, \ldots, \sigma_{\epsilon_R}^2\}$ of the residuals $\epsilon$. To achieve this estimate we use only first order moments (means), as they are less subjected to noise in the design matrix and provide a more robust estimate of the covariance matrix $\Sigma_\epsilon$. This estimate will allow us to operate with the rescaled observed response vector $\hat{b}^S = \Sigma_\epsilon^{-1/2}\hat{b}$ and design matrix $\hat{A}^S = \Sigma_\epsilon^{-1/2}\hat{A}$ to adjust for heteroscedasticity and enable effective linear regression [15].

$$\hat{k}^{FG} = \arg\min_{k > 0} \| \hat{b}^S - \hat{A}^Sk \|_2^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

The subsequent steps aim at addressing the second challenge introduced above, i.e. the different scales of individual parameters $k_i$, which render conventional sparse regression approaches (such as the Lasso) suboptimal due to the uniform penalization strength of the L1 norm $\|\cdot\|_1$ across all components $k_i$ of the parameter vector $k$. The adaptive Lasso [16] constitutes an alternative to the conventional Lasso. It defines a regularization penalty that is scaled component-wise by the expected order of magnitude $\hat{k}_i$ of the respective component $i$.

In Step 2 of the reactionet lasso, we apply a combination of the adaptive and relaxed Lasso, stability selection based prioritization of reactions and an additional stepwise backward regression to achieve the final set of reported reactions. We use the parameter estimates from Step 1 (obtained with Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse matrix), i.e. $\hat{k} = k^{FG}$, in order to adapt the regularization penalty.
To improve shrinkage, the adaptive Lasso is followed by a relaxed Lasso [17] that recomputes optimal parameter estimates with respect to the objective specified in equation 2.6, while only considering the set \( \Phi = \{ l : k_i^{FG} \neq 0 \} \) of parameters that were not set to zero in Step 1, for which the optimal solution is

\[
\hat{k}_{ARL} = \arg \min_{k > 0} \| \hat{b}^S - \hat{A}_{S,\Phi}^S k \|_2^2 + \lambda \sum_i |k_i/\tilde{k}_i|,
\]  

(2.7)

where \( \hat{A}_{S,\Phi}^S \) contains only that columns of \( \hat{A}^S \), which are in a set \( \Phi \).

The adaptive relaxed Lasso solution has been computed by optimizing the respective Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) formulations [18]. The adaptive relaxed Lasso is performed with five fold cross validation. We used stability selection to prioritize reactions according to their frequency of being selected across all cross validation folds [19]. Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was used as selection criterion (S2 Text).

In summary, the reactionet lasso procedure constitutes a stepwise sparse regression approach that addresses the parameter-dependent noise and heteroscedasticity in the response and design matrix for structure learning of stochastic chemical reaction systems. See also Figure 2.1 for a schematic overview of its steps. Software implementing the reactionet lasso can be found at http://www.imsb.ethz.ch/research/claassen/Software/reactionet_lasso.html.

### 2.2.3. Ab initio structure learning of chemical reaction networks

We first consider an extreme and yet conceptually simple scenario where we aim at learning the structure of a reaction network without any prior knowledge about the underlying reactions. While this scenario rarely occurs in a real world application because typically some prior knowledge of relevant reactions is available, we first investigate this scenario to demonstrate the structure learning capabilities of the reactionet lasso.

We study two systems varying in number of components and reactions: (1) the enzymatic reaction system with four components and three reactions, (2) the receptor subunit of a recently reported kinetic model of TRAIL induced apoptosis with fourteen components and thirteen reactions, which can be combined in a total of 2275 possible unary or binary reactions, giving a total of more than \( 10^{600} \) possible reaction network candidates. For these systems we simulated 5 replicates each with either \( 10^3 \), \( 10^4 \) or \( 10^5 \)
single cell trajectories with the stochastic simulation algorithm [20]. We then generated snapshot time series datasets from the single cell trajectories by defining pools of cells at selected sets of 7, 13, or 28 time points. Moment gradients were estimated either with the smoothing procedure, cubic splines or the finite difference scheme (see Methods).

The reactionet lasso achieves structure learning of chemical reaction networks via a two step sparse regression formulation that (1) specifically accounts for heteroscedasticity in the response vector and the design matrix of the regression instances and (2) assumes a regularizer that encourages sparse reaction sets by suppressing compensatory reaction sets with small rate constants (Figure 2.1). The first step aims at accounting for heteroscedasticity and, most importantly at reducing the number of reaction candidates for the second step that both capture the empirical moment gradients and select for correct reactions (Figure 2.2). The following results are based on moment equations for all moments up to order two, i.e. means, variances and covariances. Following Step 1 of the reactionet lasso, we achieve a substantial reduction to less than 100 candidate reactions that, regardless of the moment gradient estimation technique, retains at least ten of the thirteen true reactions (Figure 2.1A). The vast majority of the empirical moment gradients are well fit by the set of candidate reactions. The few moment gradients that are suboptimally captured correspond to higher order moments such as variances or covariances whose highly dynamic behavior precluded accurate gradient estimation by either the finite difference or spline fit. (Figure 2.2B). Step 2 of the reactionet lasso procedure uses a relaxed adaptive Lasso estimator to estimate the rate constants of a sparse set of candidate reactions following from Step 1. The method recovers ten out of thirteen reactions correctly with one false positive reaction when assuming no prior knowledge and selecting a suitable model with BIC (Supplementary Figure A.1A). Similar performance is achieved for the enzymatic reaction network (Supplementary Figure A.1B). These results demonstrate that the stepwise sparse regression strategy of Step 2 completes the structure learning task from the candidate reactions supplied by Step 1 with great sensitivity and specificity. In summary, the reactionet lasso is able to ab initio reconstruct the reaction network structure of typically-sized signaling cascades such as the fourteen component receptor subunit of TRAIL induced apoptosis [21].

We further evaluated the impact of different gradient estimation approaches on structure learning performance (Supplementary Figures A.2-A.4). For benchmarking purposes we used the smoothed empirical moment gradient estimate as a ground truth which is not available in a real time series snapshot setting. According to these consid-
Figure 2.2.: **Performance assessment of the first reactionet lasso step for** $10^5$ **single cell trajectories of the apoptotic receptor subunit.** (A) Enrichment and depletion of true and respectively false positive reactions for the reaction rate estimates $\hat{k}^{LS}$ (red) and $\hat{k}^{FG}$ (blue). Results are reported for gradient estimation procedures smooth, FDS, splines (see main text for details). (B) Comparison of response (empirical moment gradients) and prediction with feasible generalized least square estimate for moments of different order: means (blue), variances (green), covariances (yellow) and prediction with true rate constants for all moments (red crosses).
Figure 2.3.: **Influence of measurement noise on structure learning capacity.**

(A) Example of several single cell trajectories of one of the species (BAR) in apoptotic receptor subunit: without measurement noise (red), with measurement noise according to the binomial model with probability of success $p = 0.1$ (blue), $0.05$ (green). Comparison of reconstructed means for known $p$ between different noise levels shows how empirical moments are affected by measurement noise. Black dots represent snapshot measurements used for the inference procedure. (B) Overlay of five regularization paths in terms of true/false positive tradeoff for different measurement noise levels as indicated in the legend in terms of binomial capture efficiency. Structure learning performance for $10^5$ single cell trajectories and thirteen time points of the apoptotic receptor subunit. Empirical moment gradients estimated with splines.

In operations, the cubic spline estimator achieves almost optimal performance for thirteen or more time points, whereas FDS is consistently inferior. These results indicate that the cubic spline estimator provides the most favorable structure learning performance for empirical moment gradients.

We evaluated how measurement noise affects the ability of reactionet lasso to learn the reaction network structure. We assume a binomial measurement noise model that reflects the incomplete capture efficiency inherent to all single cell technologies (see **Methods, S3 Text**). While structure learning performance is reduced with increasing levels of measurement noise, the reactionet lasso still recovers more than 50% of the reactions for the apoptotic receptor subunit at levels reported for single cell sequencing and mass cytometry approaches (**Figure 2.3, S5 Figure**).

To assess the relative importance of the amount of available data, we varied the amount of time points and single cell recordings used at each time point. Interestingly, we found that the inclusion of additional measurement time points did not improve structure learning performance. However, the tradeoff between true and false positive
reaction discoveries worsened considerably with fewer time points (Figure 2.4A). While we found that decreasing the amount of single cell measurements per time point did result in noticeable performance losses, this situation does not constitute a limitation for flow cytometry techniques, that easily are able to generate millions of single cell snapshots (Figure 2.4B). Cell count related performance losses can be associated with higher absolute variability and therefore reduced accuracy of empirical moment estimates (Supplementary Figure A.6). We conclude that careful selection of amount of single cell measurements and number as well as position of time points (Supplementary Figure A.7) translate to accurate interpolation and subsequent gradient fitting, thereby leading to good structure learning performance of the reactionet lasso.

We further investigated the impact of including different moment orders for structure learning. As expected, precisely estimated higher-order moments contain a substantial amount of information and therefore enhance the structure learning capability accordingly (Figure 2.5A). However, although this relationship still holds for medium levels of measurement noise (capture efficiency $p = 0.1$), (Figure 2.5B), the inclusion of second order moments becomes misleading for high levels of measurement noise (capture efficiency $p = 0.05$, Figure 2.5C). This observation is likely caused by the limited ability to accurately estimate higher order moments for high levels of measurement noise. However, the performance of the reactionet lasso assuming stochastic kinetics modeled
Figure 2.5.: **Overlay of five regularization paths in terms of true/false positive tradeoff for different moment orders of gradients considered for structure learning**: up to 2nd order (red) Moment Equations, up to 1st order (blue) Moment Equations and only 1st order moments for deterministic mean ODE model (green). Structure learning performance for $10^5$ single cell trajectories and thirteen time points of the apoptotic receptor subunit. Empirical moment gradients estimated with splines. Results represented for different levels of measurement noise: (A) no noise; (B) $p = 0.1$; (C) $p = 0.05$.

With moment equations (higher order ME) is consistently better than assuming a deterministic kinetics modeled with mean based ordinary equations (1st order ODE). This observation demonstrates that the incorporation of higher order moment information induced by the chemical kinetics and accessible by means of single cell measurements allows for significantly improved structure learning capacity.

In summary, the benchmarks above strongly advocate for the use of an experimental setup that allows for sufficiently dense sampling across time to ensure accurate empirical moment gradient estimates, as well as single cell technology, such as flow/mass cytometry, which provide $10^4$ or more single cell measurements, for the accurate estimation of higher order moments. In these situations the reactionet lasso is capable of ab initio recovery of almost the complete reaction network structure with more than a dozen components.
2.2.4. Structure learning of large chemical reaction networks with prior knowledge

We now consider a scenario where we aim at learning the structure of a large reaction network with partial knowledge about the underlying reactions. For this situation we demonstrate how reactionet lasso is capable of recovering a sizable amount of the unknown reactions, for a reaction network as large as the 70 reaction TRAIL induced apoptosis cascade [21].

Structure learning tasks for chemical reaction networks typically aim at complementing already available partial knowledge on reaction sets. We assessed the ability of the reactionet lasso to complement a set of known reactions for the 70 reaction TRAIL induced apoptosis cascade. Specifically, we defined six modules for this cascade following [21], and assumed a limited set of 22 reaction candidates connecting these modules and 33 uniformly distributed time points (S1 Dataset). For step 1 of the reactionet lasso all possible unary and binary reactions between components within modules and the module connecting reactions serve as candidate reactions for structure learning, totaling 6828 reactions.

In the absence of ground truth it is difficult to identify a regularization strength that achieves a desirable tradeoff between true and false positive reaction discoveries. We evaluated the BIC and report solutions that map to large initial improvements of BIC [22]. Structure learning without prior knowledge on the considered set of reactions achieves 32 true positive at the cost of 2 false positive reactions ($10^5$ single cell trajectories, 33 time points, capture efficiency 0.05, Figure 2.6A). Prior knowledge on a specific reaction was encoded by a positivity constraint on the corresponding reaction rate during all regression steps of the reactionet lasso. We considered different prior knowledge settings: (1) 10% or (2) 50% randomly chosen reactions considered to be known. Settings (1) and (2) were each evaluated using ten different subsets. For 10% known reactions almost 40 (including 7 known) out of 70 reactions are correctly recovered with five or less false positive discoveries (Figure 2.6B). For 50% known reactions the total number of true positive reactions is beyond 50 (including 35 known). The performance doesn’t depend significantly on the choice of prior reactions. The reactionet lasso enables discovery up to dozens of novel reactions at the cost of few false positive reactions for a large signaling cascade comprising 70 reactions.

While published structure learning approaches are only available for problem instances...
Figure 2.6.: Structure learning with prior knowledge for the 70 component TRAIL induced apoptosis cascade. Structure learning performance for $10^5$ single cell trajectories and 33 time points and capture efficiency $p = 0.05$. Empirical moment gradients estimated with splines. (A) Example of a recovered graph for the setting above and no prior knowledge. True positive reactions are red, false positive reactions are blue, false negative reactions are pink. (B) Regularization paths in terms of true/false positive tradeoff (including prior knowledge reactions, see Results for details) for different prior knowledge situations. Following prior knowledge situations are depicted: no prior knowledge (green). Additional prior knowledge situations comprise ten instances of 10%(blue)/ 50%(red) randomly chosen known reactions. Diameter of dots and color code indicate frequency of solutions with a specific true/false positive tradeoff. Black dots represent solutions coinciding with large improvements of BIC.
of sizes hundreds of orders of magnitude smaller, we compared these results to more simple variants of the reactionet lasso procedure, either exhibiting inferior accuracy or exceedingly high computational complexity (Supplementary Figure A.9).

The above results demonstrate how single cell snapshot time series data and the reactionet lasso can be used to complement prior mechanistic knowledge by a sizable set of candidate reactions that is highly enriched for true positive discoveries, and do so for systems and structure learning tasks of unprecedented size [23, 24].

2.3. Discussion

In this work we introduce the reactionet lasso for comprehensive structure learning of stochastic chemical reaction networks.

Chemical reaction networks constitute a highly detailed and mechanistic description for biological processes and are qualitatively different from other popular network models in biology. These comprise probabilistic graphical models seeking to discover statistical dependencies between measured system components. These approaches range from simple correlation [25] or regression analysis [26], to Bayesian networks [27] or more structured and robust module networks [28] and extensions thereof [29]. In contrast to chemical reaction networks, each of these model classes allows for detection of statistical dependencies without further elucidation of causality relationships and the possibly intricate dependency inducing biochemical mechanism. Physical interaction networks get closer to this goal and complement the information of reaction networks by summarizing measurements of static protein interactions [30].

By virtue of formulating the task of structure learning of chemical reaction networks as a sequence of convex optimization problems, this procedure is able to assess an unprecedented number of potential network topologies without need for explicit enumeration [23, 24]. We demonstrate the utility of the method for ab initio structure learning of whole signaling cascades such as the apoptotic receptor subunit. The reactionet lasso originally integrates a moment based description of stochastic reaction networks with sparse regression approaches via a gradient matching to achieve an efficient and scalable structure learning procedure, overcoming the limitations of available methods for structure learning which either explicitly enumerate a small set of models or greedily search for locally optimal topologies [8, 31]. Recent generic sparse regression approaches
for identification of general nonlinear dynamical systems are in principle applicable for structure learning of biological reaction networks [9]. However, these approaches, in contrast to the reactionet lasso, do not take into account their (1) foundation in the Chemical Master Equation, (2) heteroscedastic and parameter dependent noise structure, as well as (3) parameter ranges varying across many scales, therefore failing to achieve competitive structure learning performance (Supplementary Figure A.9).

The challenging structure learning task crucially depends on sensible experimental design yielding informative data. A central design choice concerns the selection of time points recording the relevant dynamical changes of the process of interest. These are typically chosen from prior knowledge or preliminary dense snapshot time series experiments with a cheap readout, such as population based instead of single cell measurements. Another important experimental parameter concerns the number of single cell snapshots. Our benchmarks advocate for having at least thousands of snapshots per time point. Flow cytometry experiments easily achieve snapshot counts in the order of $10^5$. For single cell transcriptomics experiments it seems advisable to resort to novel droplet based techniques achieving $>10^4$ single cell snapshots per experiment [32, 33].

Structure learning performance of the reactionet lasso depends on the accuracy of the gradient estimates from the time series snapshots. We find that estimates based on gradients obtained by rather simple approaches such as finite difference approximations or spline curve fitting achieve competitive performance. Improvements are conceivable by resorting to other techniques specifically designed for gradient estimation in differential equation systems [34, 35]. These approaches jointly fit parameters of the curve fitting procedure and the differential equation system. The success of this strategy relies on considering a problem instance where the differentiation equation systems strongly constrains the state space. However, the problem instances we consider for systematic structure learning with the reactionet lasso assume a differential equation system defined by the moment equation for all possible unary and binary reactions. Such a system will by definition impose little constraints on the state space. Afore gradient matching approaches would therefore have to be adapted to avoid expected parameter overfitting resulting from their application to problem instances with such an expressive differential equation system.

For this proof of principle study, we consider single time series experiments. Reactionet lasso analysis easily accommodates multiple replicates or perturbation experiments such as dose responses. Specifically, condition specific response vectors $b_k$ and design matrices
$A_k$ for each condition k are utilized to construct a problem instance by concatenation. For this problem instance reactionet lasso can be applied as described (see also S4 Text). Additional experiments are expected to enhance structure learning performance. Indeed, we observe that this is the case for incorporating additional replicate time series experiments (Supplementary Figure A.10).

The reactionet lasso is able to recover a significant proportion of missing reactions in various settings. However, integration of the moment equations for the component means assuming this set is not always able to recover the observed temporal dynamics of the system. This situation arises for instance when a single pivotal true reaction is missed and therefore precludes the correct reconstruction of downstream component dynamics. We frequently encounter this situation in the ab initio structure learning scenario (Supplementary Figure A.11). This scenario though constitutes an artificial setting that we only report for a proof of concept of the reactionet lasso. Real world applications comprise prior knowledge about true reactions, typically comprising specifically those pivotal reactions. It turns out that we achieve good reconstruction of integrated trajectories for the structure learning settings assuming prior knowledge (Supplementary Figure A.11).

Until now we consider reaction systems which obey mass action kinetics. Systems of this kind can be easily translated into a series of moment equations which depend linearly upon the reaction rates. However, systems with non-mass action kinetics, such as Michaelis-Menten, can still be addressed with the reactionet lasso. While appropriate moment closure approximations for certain rational rate law kinetics preserve convexity of the reactionet lasso objective [36], generally such kinetics might yield non-convex optimization problems that would have to be dealt with using appropriate optimization techniques.

The reactionet lasso generates a single point estimate for the optimal, sparse reaction network that might neglect other reasonable candidate network structures. Thus, it will be interesting to perform further in-depth analysis of the resulting network structures, for instance with Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling techniques.

For our study we assume that all relevant molecular components can be measured. Many biological applications, however, do not allow monitoring all relevant components, as for instance antibodies might only be available for a subset of components of a signaling cascade. While the aim of our study was to demonstrate proof of concept for large scale structure learning of chemical reaction networks, it will be possible to account for
missing measured components by either augmenting the model by introducing latent variables or ’lumping’ them into more complex non-mass action reaction mechanisms [37].

The reactionet lasso can be applied in its current form to systems where a significant proportion of relevant components can be measured. Considering the steady advance of single-cell technologies, we expect an increasing number of cellular signaling and metabolic processes to be assayed at single-cell resolution. While mass cytometry approaches allow for measurement of more than 30 protein components, sufficient e.g. to substantially map out the T cell receptor, epidermis growth factor and apoptosis signaling cascades, single-cell RNA sequencing opens the prospect of achieving genome-wide transcriptomic snapshots of single cells. Thus we anticipate a surge of relevant data in the near future for which the reactionet lasso can straightforwardly be applied for systematic and comprehensive structure learning of the underlying reaction networks, with direct implications for systems biology and health by providing quantitative and predictive models for scientific insight and rational intervention design.

2.4. Methods

2.4.1. Experimental setting: single cell time series snapshot data

We assume time series data with single cell resolved population snapshots obtained at discrete time points. We denote by \( C \) the number of cells measured per experiment, \( T \) the number of time points at which measurements were performed and \( N \) the number of components (e.g. proteins) measured in each cell. For each measurement time point \( t = 1, \ldots, T \) for a cell \( c = 1, \ldots, C \) we denote a vector of measured \( N \) protein abundances \( x_{c,t} = \{x_{c,t,1}, \ldots, x_{c,t,N}\} \). Therefore at each time point \( t \) vectors \( x_{t,1}, \ldots, x_{t,N} \) represent a sample from a high-dimensional distribution, which evolves according to the Chemical Master Equation.

2.4.2. Moment equations for the Chemical Master Equation

We assume a biochemical reaction network of \( N \) different chemical species with abundances \( X_1, \ldots, X_N \) involved in \( L \) reactions. Each reaction \( l \) is characterized by stoichiometry vector \( s_l \) and propensity function \( a_l(\mathbf{x}; k_l) \) with \( \mathbf{x} \) representing the collection
of species abundances (system state) and $k_l$ the reaction rate. In our work we consider systems described by mass action kinetics, resulting propensities $a_l(x; k_l) = k_l \ast g_l(x)$, where $g_l(x)$ is a known function of the system’s state. The state of the system evolves probabilistically according to the possible reactions, with probability $P(x, t)$ of occupying state $x$ at time $t$. The probabilistic evolution of the system’s state is described by the Chemical Master Equation:

$$\frac{d P(x, t)}{dt} = \sum_{l=1}^{L} P(x - s_l, t) a_l(x - s_l) - P(x, t) a_l(x).$$  \hfill (2.8)

We denote by $M_r = M_{r_1,...,r_N} = E(X_1 - EX_1)^{r_1} \ldots (X_N - EX_N)^{r_N}$ the central moment of order $r = (r_1, ..., r_N)$. The moment generating function of the probability distribution $P(x, t)$ can be used for the derivation of moment equations [38]. Assuming mass action kinetics, we obtain Eq. 2.1 for the time evolution of a central moment (see also S1 Text).

2.4.3. Gradient matching for parameter estimation of ordinary differential equation systems

Gradient matching approaches avoid costly integration by instead interpolating the discrete snapshot time series data and estimating the empirical moment gradients $M_r(t)$, rendering the initial ODE system an algebraic equation system with the parameters as unknowns. This formulation further eliminates the need for moment closure, in contrast to integration based techniques. Previously, gradients have been estimated with spline interpolators [34, 39, 40], Gaussian processes [35, 41] or finite difference approximations [6]. Parameter estimation has been performed by least squares minimization [34, 39, 40] or by approximation of the parameter posterior [6, 35, 41]. While deterministic chemical reaction networks frequently served as application settings for gradient matching schemes, only little attention has been paid to networks with stochastic dynamics [6, 11].

We used and compared cubic spline interpolators (spline) and finite difference approximations (FDS) to estimate empirical moment gradients for the $M_r(t)$ of the moment equations. As a ground truth estimate for simulated data, we use a smoothed finite difference approximation of the single cell trajectories at the evaluation point of interest (smooth). Gradient estimates are obtained via a smoothing procedure that relies on
a sliding window estimate of finite differences on the simulated trajectories using the smoothing function smooth in Matlab.

### 2.4.4. Moment estimation for noisy single cell data

Single cell data such as obtained from flow/mass cytometry and single cell sequencing exhibit measurement noise. These technologies each detect a random fraction of the total molecular content of every individual cell. This relationship between the measurement signal and cellular analyte abundance has been frequently modeled by a binomial distribution $Bi(X, p)$ whose success probability $p$ corresponds to the capture efficiency for the analyte present at amount $X$ [42, 43]. We have devised an estimator to subtract the misleading measurement noise component to provide the reactionet lasso with the appropriate noise-correct empirical moment estimates for structure learning.

We assume that measurement noise can be represented by the following binomial model. Let $X$ represent the true abundance of one species at a given time point. Let $X^{\text{obs}}$ be the corresponding measured signal, such that $X^{\text{obs}} \sim Bi(X, p)$, where $p$ is the capture efficiency. The binomial noise model allows for specifying the following analytical relationships between the first and second order moments of $X$ and $X^{\text{obs}}$:

\begin{align}
E[X^{\text{obs}}] &= pE[X], \quad (2.9) \\
E[(X^{\text{obs}})^2] &= p(1-p)E[X] + p^2E[X^2], \quad (2.10) \\
Var[X^{\text{obs}}] &= p(1-p)E[X] + p^2Var[X], \quad (2.11) \\
cov(X_1^{\text{obs}}, X_2^{\text{obs}}) &= p^2\text{cov}(X_1, X_2), \quad (2.12)
\end{align}

For a derivation see S3 Text. We assume that the capture efficiency $p$ of the single cell instrument is known [42, 43] and estimate the empirical moments of $X$ on the basis of the empirical moments of $X^{\text{obs}}$ by solving the above equations for the respective moment of $X$. The resulting moment estimates are then used in the regression procedure described above to perform structure learning.
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3.1. Introduction

Many pivotal cellular processes such as TRAIL-induced apoptosis are asynchronous, i.e. manifest themselves at rates that vary on a cell-by-cell basis. This variability constitutes a major challenge in learning the asynchrony-inducing mechanisms of these processes from experimental data. We propose RealMatch, an integrated single-cell biology and computational approach to address this challenge. We utilize RealMatch to derive insights into the mechanism for fractional killing in TRAIL-induced apoptosis.

Several tissues in the body are known to produce and secrete TNF-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), which generally induces apoptosis in tumor cells by binding to its respective receptors DR4/TRAIL-RI and DR5/TRAIL-RII. Prior work has investigated TRAIL for use as a anti-cancer therapeutic. However, rampant onset of drug tolerance in both in vitro and in vivo systems caused this therapy to fall out of favor. In-depth studies of in vitro systems such as HeLa cells have demonstrated the onset of non-genetic resistance upon exposure to TRAIL leading to a fraction killing effect. Even in TRAIL-sensitive cells, heterogeneity can be observed in the asynchronous nature of apoptotic induction [1]. Differential responses to TRAIL has be attributed to multiple mechanisms, including but not limited to: genetic, epigenetic, or transcriptional alterations leading to changes in the protein levels of associated receptors, i.e. DR5, the death-inducing signaling complex (DISC) components, and apoptotic regulators like BCL-2 proteins or Inhibitors of apoptosis proteins (IAPs). Moreover, numerous signaling pathways such as NFkB, JNK, p38, and Erk have been implicated though evidence for their roles, pro-apoptotic or anti-apoptotic, have been contradictory. The precise roles of these many different pathways, especially across numerous individual cells with different levels of TRAIL sensitivity, still remain to be fully elucidated.

Studying an asynchronous, complex process involving many components is a difficult task. Capturing changes over time requires monitoring of the process, e.g. by means of a time course experiment. The asynchrony, i.e. the cell-to-cell variation in the process requires monitoring at a single-cell resolution. The complexity of the process given its many levels of regulation additionally requires a high dimensional single-cell approach that encompasses all important molecular process components, such as different signaling and apoptotic proteins in the case of TRAIL-induced apoptosis. A high dimensional time-lapse measurement would present the ideal experiment to study an asynchronous
process. However, time-lapse measurements typically rely on reporter systems allowing tracking of very few components at the same time [2]. High-throughput single-cell snapshot measurements such as mass cytometry offer a suitable alternative to study synchronised multi-dimensional processes [3]. However, the destructive nature of the measurement allows assessment of the proteomic profile of each single cell only once, and in particular does not allow tracking of that individual cell over time. This situation leads to a challenge in reconstruction of the mechanisms of the underlying process from such data [4].

Several mechanistic models have been proposed to model the dynamics of TRAIL-induced apoptosis [5, 6]. However, these models unfortunately are not able to explain the fractional killing effect. While a mechanistic model of the fractional killing effect would be of interest in general, design of such a model for the case of a system with many unknown interactions and cross-talks between various pathways, is a tedious task. The state of the art approaches of model selection [7] would be too computationally expensive due to a vast majority of unknown interactions.

Conventional time series analysis such as Granger causality or Autoregression Models are not applicable to model single-cell behavior from snapshot measurements [8, 9]. These approaches are used to model the behavior of population averages over time and implicitly assume a homogeneous cell population at each time point. This assumption is violated for asynchronous process such as TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Asynchrony entails the appearance of heterogeneous cell populations at every time point with cells possibly covering the whole spectrum of states traversed in this process. Pseudotime ordering approaches address this issue to resolve the state sequence of dynamical processes from snapshot measurements of heterogeneous cell populations [10]. However, these approaches do not take into account time labels from time series experiments. Recently, an optimal transport model has been proposed to model developmental processes by matching cells between disjoint snapshots at different time points [11]. Any of these approaches reports a sequence of states, but does not yield the mechanisms governing the temporal transitions. This step has proven to be difficult and not yet solved satisfactorily [12]. In particular this is the case for the intricate task of inferring the mechanisms of fractional killing that enables a subset of cells to circumvent apoptosis upon external stimulation by TRAIL.

We propose RealMatch, an integrated experimental and computational approach to reconstruct asynchronous processes and demonstrate its ability to infer mechanisms under-
lying fractional killing in TRAIL-induced apoptosis. RealMatch operates on single-cell snapshot time course data and combines optimal transport modeling with approximative structure learning of dynamic systems to derive asynchrony-inducing mechanisms. We have carried out a mass cytometry time course study to monitor TRAIL-induced apoptosis and derive mechanistic insights into fractional killing. Further we validate this mechanism by evaluating the results through functional inhibitor experiments that perturb key pathways in our identified network.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Analysis of TRAIL-induced Apoptosis by Mass Cytometry

We designed and carried out an experiment to inform about dynamics and emergence of cell subpopulations during TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Specifically, we collected HeLa cells at 30 minute intervals from baseline through six hours of TRAIL treatment analyzed by mass cytometry. We utilized an antibody panel including markers for signaling nodes encoding apoptotic state, apoptotic regulators, cell cycle stage, and signaling pathway activation (Table 1).

Mass cytometry profiling revealed several expected patterns in the time following addition of TRAIL, including induction of activated Caspase 3 (aCasp3) and cleavage of PARP (cPARP), as evidenced by an asinh ratio of nearly 3 in the median values at 6 hrs relative to baseline (Figure 3.1A). This increase in apoptotic state markers coincided with loss of full-length Bid caused by cleavage to produce the pro-apoptotic truncated Bid (tBid). On average, exposure to TRAIL resulted in a slight initial increase in signaling activation, i.e. an asinh ratio of 0.5 in p-NFkB, p-p38, and pErk median values, followed by a global downregulation of nearly all signaling pathways by three hours of TRAIL treatment, as reflected in an average asinh ratio of -1 to -3 in median expression values relative to baseline (Figure 3.1A).

However, recent work and our data has demonstrated that TRAIL-induced apoptosis is a highly asynchronous process where cells not only show difference in timing, but a fraction of cells does not irreversibly commit to programmed cell death. Observing the distribution of expression of several key markers confirmed this observation, as seen most strikingly in the bimodal distribution of Cisplatin staining, a reagent used in mass cytometry to stain dead cells (Figure 3.1B). Several other markers, including apop-
Figure 3.1.: Mass cytometric profiling of TRAIL-treated HeLa cells reveals bimodal response across time. (A) HeLa cells treated with TRAIL collected at 30 min. intervals across six hours were analyzed by mass cytometry. Heatmap shows asinh ratio of median expression intensities of each protein marker (columns) across all time points measured (rows), relative to the untreated baseline (first row). (B) Histograms displaying signal intensities of representative markers displaying emergence of bimodality with exposure to TRAIL.
totic regulators and signaling markers similarly revealed the emergence of different cell subpopulations from an apparently homogenous population at baseline. Of note, several markers such as IkBα, p-Akt, and p-S6 displayed a decreased median value at later time points of treatment, but the histograms revealed a subpopulation of cells that maintained nearly similar levels to that observed at baseline. This observation prompted our investigation to use this data to further infer the roles of these markers in driving persistence of a TRAIL-resistant subpopulation.

### 3.2.2. Inference of asynchrony inducing mechanisms from single-cell snapshot time series with RealMatch

Molecular mechanisms of the asynchrony underlying TRAIL-induced apoptosis are difficult to study and therefore are remain largely elusive. The destructive nature of mass cytometry results in losing the information about the “past” and the “future” of each individual cell in a snapshot. This gap of information constitutes a challenge to reconstruct the mechanisms of dynamic processes such as apoptosis, in particular those responsible for fractional killing. This challenge requires a general solution to trace back the initial cell subsets with future differential cell fate, such as those avoiding commitment to apoptosis and to infer the signaling network and in particular the driving interactions defining cell fate.

Snapshot measurements entail the appearance of heterogeneous cell populations at every time point with cells covering possibly the whole spectrum of states traversed in this process. Thus, understanding of this process requires a dedicated modeling approach to infer the molecular mechanisms of fractional killing. We propose RealMatch, a novel computational strategy to formulate hypothesis of potential molecular mechanisms of asynchrony in apoptosis from single cell snapshot time series data. This approach comprises three steps (Figure 3.2):

1. Definition of active signaling nodes in cell subsets with differential cell fate.
2. Inference of intracellular signaling network between the signaling nodes.
3. Identification of signaling mechanisms inducing differential cell fate.

For the first step, we reduce inferring the temporal dynamics of cell subsets to an optimal transport problem. This approach seeks to optimally “transport” a cell population state measurement from one time point into the measurement of the consecutive time
Optimality of transport is assessed with respect to a cost function, typically evaluating the distance of an individual cell from the previous time point to the state of another cell observed cell at the consecutive time point. This approach assumes a parsimony hypothesis, i.e. that cells favor changes with the least overall transportation cost. Therefore, by minimizing the cost function of total transportation cost between two samples, we can find an optimal “coupling” - a set of transition matrices, each defining a probability of every cell at a specific time point to transition into the states represented by the cell of the consecutive time point. These transition matrices are subsequently used to reconstruct the maximally likely state trajectories from the start to the end of the process. These trajectories enable tracing back the initial cell subsets matching to those committed to apoptosis at a later time point as evaluated by elevated cell death (Cisplatin) signal. Combining this matching with the available status of a cell of being alive or dead at a given time, we can assign a label of time-of-death” to each trajectory and in particular to each cell at the onset of the time series (Figure 3.2B). Grouping of trajectories allows to evaluate the estimated temporal evolution of markers with respect to time-of-death and to identify potentially asynchrony-inducing markers characterized by differential behaviour across these groups (Figure 3.2C). To identify possibly non-trivial combinations of asynchrony-inducing signaling nodes we performed feature selection by regularized classification of initial cell states with respect to their inferred time-to-death (see Methods for details).

The second step consists in reconstructing the signaling network connecting the monitored signaling nodes. To this end we used Reactionet lasso, a structure learning algorithm for stochastic reaction networks monitored by a snapshot time series (see Methods for details). The outcome of Reactionet lasso procedure is a refined set of directed edges. Each inferred edge constitutes a potential regulation of an upstream protein to the downstream one. However, Reactionet lasso does not identify the functional role of the regulation in terms of an activation or inhibition. To define the functional role we associated a directed edge from protein A to protein B with an activating role if their time series are positively correlated, or an inhibiting role in case of negative correlation.

To achieve the third step, we analysed the network provided as an output of Reactionet lasso together with the “rainbow” plots from optimal transport for inhibition experiments (Figure 3.2D). This analysis allowed to reason what is the potential functional role of certain markers distinguishing surviving population and how manipulation on the abundance of these markers can affect cells’ decision to die.
Figure 3.2.: Identification of mechanism of fractional killing from single-cell data with optimal transport and Reactionet lasso. (A) Optimal transport matching for two consecutive snapshots. Blue and grey dots correspond to “alive” and “dead” cells accordingly. (B) Time of death reconstruction from the transition matrix and death status: if alive cell transitioned to the dead state we assign the corresponding time of death. (C) “Rainbow” plots reconstruction: cells are split into different subpopulations by the time of death and the median expression of the markers in each subpopulation is depicted. (D) Entire analysis pipeline: hypothesis formulation with optimal transport and reactions refinement with Reactionet lasso.
3.2.3. Identifying signaling nodes of survivor subpopulation after TRAIL Treatment

We applied RealMatch to identify key regulators and their role in fractional killing of TRAIL-induced apoptosis. First, we performed the optimal transport matching and consecutive marker analysis between different time-of-death groups. The evaluation of the average trajectory for each time-of-death group showed that for the majority of markers there is no significant difference between two consequent groups, but for some of the markers we see a significant monotonical increase in separation with the growth of time-of-death (Figure 3.3).

To quantitatively support these observations we trained a classifier to select a survival profile, i.e. significant subset of markers responsible for the classification of alive cells at the onset of TRAIL stimulation in two different future states: “committing apoptosis” and “survivors.” The prediction accuracy of the corresponding classification data shows that there exist a subset of markers that allows to distinguish survival population (prediction accuracy 0.65) (Figure 3.3). Cell death markers like cisplatin do not achieve significant class separation at the onset of TRAIL stimulation, which agrees with the downstream role of these markers in apoptosis, i.e. occurring after cytochrome C release. As the expression of these markers increases over time, we see that the separation becomes significantly more apparent (Figure 3.3).

We focused on the markers which are detected to be significant at different time points before and after TRAIL exposure in order to understand the molecular profile of survivors (Figure 3.3). Markers that were identified as important in baseline, untreated cells included IkBα, p-BCL-2, pErk, and p-BADS136. IkBα was the most significant of these features (complement measure of significance). IkBα is a regulator of NFκB, a transcription factor which was previously reported to play an important role in TRAIL-induced apoptosis. However, the role of IkBα has not been clearly defined so far. Our results suggest that the levels of IkBα, rather than NFκB are important for fractional killing. Other significant markers include phosphorylated BCL-2 (p-BCL-2) and phosphorylated BAD (p-BADS136). This finding confirms previous studies reporting these players as indicators of inhibited cytochrome C release. In contrast to well-characterized anti-apoptotic markers, we identified active proliferation pathway kinase pErk as an important feature for cells that would not undergo TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Several markers became informative of survival status only after addition of TRAIL. For
Figure 3.3.: Optimal transport matching identifies distinct trajectories of TRAIL-treated HeLa cells. The classification score shows steady increase in the classification accuracy between the apoptotic and survival populations. Feature score shows how significance of an individual feature changes over time. “Rainbow” plots show Asinh transformed median expression values of the most significant markers at the beginning of the process (t-0) in TRAIL-treated HeLa cells with different fates upon treatment with TRAIL.
example, translational regulator pS6, survival kinase pAkt, and the G2/M phase cell cycle marker CyclinB1 emerged as important apoptosis predictors closer to one hour of TRAIL treatment. By the final timepoints, pS6 was the only non-apoptotic marker (exclusive of Cisplatin) that remained informative. The role of many of these markers in TRAIL-induced apoptosis has not been previously reported. Though Akt participates in a well-known survival pathway, many of the other markers (e.g. S6, Erk, IkBa) have not been attributed a direct role in contributing to survival.

To validate that the survival profile plays a role in survival with TRAIL treatment, we tested targeted perturbations to assess the expected modulation of fractional killing. Given that IkBa or NFkB are regulated through degradation and localization mechanisms, robust and specific inhibition of these pathways generally requires genetic alterations not applicable in a clinical setting. Thus, we aimed to validate the rest of the edges that rely on kinase/phosphorylation dynamics. We used the p38 kinase inhibitor SB203580, the MEK inhibitor GSK1120212, and the PI3K inhibitor GDC0941. MEK is a kinase that phosphorylates Erk, leading to increased levels of pErk, while PI3K is an upstream kinase of pAkt. We tested these inhibitors in combination with TRAIL stimulation through clonogenic assays to assess their effects on long-term survival and proliferative recovery in HeLa cells (Figure 3.5B). Pre-treatment of HeLa cells with these inhibitors increased sensitivity to TRAIL exposure, i.e. with greater fractional killing demonstrated across all clonogenic assays. Interestingly, the MEKi demonstrated the greatest reduction (nearly 60% mean decrease in TRAIL survivors relative to DMSO) in TRAIL resistance of the three single-agent combinations tested.

3.2.4. Identification of potential mechanisms of TRAIL-induced apoptosis regulated by the identified key nodes

In order to explain the functional role and potential mechanism of action of the survival profile we performed Reactionet lasso analysis. We investigated potential reactions involving members of the survival profile, possibly explaining the efficacy of their inhibitors. There are several known regulators of cytochrome C release, specifically the BCL-2 family proteins (e.g. BID, MCL-1, BCL-2, BAD). While evidence suggests that various kinase pathways may play a role in regulating apoptosis, the relationship is not direct, suggesting that the markers we identified must interact with known apoptotic regulators.
We constructed a set of plausible reactions involving these markers and known regulators of cytochrome C release. We also added potential interactions between apoptotic, stress and proliferation pathways, which were not described before. Well-known interactions from literature we introduce as fixed reactions in the network in order to avoid structural unidentifiability and improve the performance. From the output (Supplementary Figure B.1) of Reactionet lasso we selected several potentially interesting reactions to investigate that were largely not explained in previous literature.

As expected, we identified crosstalk between measured BCL-2 family proteins such as connections between pBCL-2, pBADS112, and MCL-1. The contributions of IkBo to survival may be partially explained by the relationship between downstream pNFkB and the pAkt survival pathway or its connection to pro-survival protein MCL-1. Of interest, Reactionet lasso analysis implicated the p38 MAPK pathway as downstream of BID and leading to activation of pBCL-2 and pBADS112 via pHSP27. Moreover, our data suggests that many of these pro-survival BCL-2 family members, i.e. pBADS112, MCL-1, and pBADS136, feed into the pErk MAPK pathway.

As these reactions discovered by Reactionet lasso had not been reported before, we performed several additional inhibition experiment coupled with the mass cytometry measurements in order to validate and refine the proposed reactions. For experimental validation of the discovered reactions we followed a simple heuristic for causal inference: if we perturb a node in the network, we expect to see a significant change only in the downstream nodes. Therefore, based on our network inference we expect to see a significant change in dynamics (relative to DMSO control) of pErk under the inhibition of BCL-2 family and no significant change in the dynamics of BCL-2 under the inhibitions of pErk (Figure 3.4). In the case of p-p38, we expect perturbation BCL-2 proteins to perturb p38 signaling and the reverse to be true.

Using the most effective kinase inhibitors SB203580 and GSK1120212, we pre-treated HeLa cells prior to TRAIL exposure to measure the effect of targeting these markers through mass cytometry profiling. Moreover, as we had identified connections between these kinases and BCL-2 family members that might explain the means by which they regulate intrinsic apoptosis, we also collected mass cytometry data to characterize the effects of several BCL-2 specific inhibitors on TRAIL-induced apoptosis. From this data, we recreated the trajectories of cells towards different times of death or survival with combined treatment. This analysis reveals the change in the response of each individual marker per time-of-death group in order to answer if and when each marker was affected.
upon exposure to both a perturbation and TRAIL.

Relative to the DMSO control, MEKi and p38i reduced the characteristic spikes in both p-Erk and p-p38 that follow exposure to TRAIL (Figure 3.4). These kinase inhibitors increased apoptosis at earlier time points as seen with greater loss of BID at less than two hours of TRAIL treatment than what is seen in the DMSO control. Moreover, these kinase inhibitors also reduced levels of p-BADS136 and p-BCL-2, which recovered in late timepoints with p38i treatment, but dropped precipitously with MEKi treatment. Notably, this pattern suggests that the p38 and Erk MAPK pathways are able to influence levels of pro-survival BCL-2 family members or post-translational modifications. These observations can be partially explained by prior studies suggesting p90RSK kinase downstream of pErk feeding back into the BCL-2 proteins, namely pBADS112. Thus, these kinase inhibitors show potential to synergize with TRAIL and lead to reduced TRAIL resistance.

We similarly tested the effects of ABT-199, a selective BCL-2 inhibitor, and ABT-737, a BCL-XL, BCL-2 and BCL-w inhibitor, by mass cytometry compared to that of our kinase inhibitors (Figure 3.4). Inhibitors of pro-survival BCL-2 proteins have been developed as anti-cancer agents due to their ability to sensitize cancer cells to existing therapies or initiate cell death as a monotherapy. As the BCL-2 family work mainly via protein-protein interactions, these inhibitors compete for the binding sites in pro-survival BCL-2 proteins and displace pro-apoptotic BCL-2 proteins. This action allows pro-apoptotic BCL-2 family members to bind to and facilitate BAX/BAK complex formation, ultimately enabling apoptosis to occur. Both inhibitors led to notable reductions in pBADS136 and pBCL-2, as well as a characteristic drop in BID levels that explained the ability of these inhibitors to lead to reduced survival after TRAIL treatment. As expected, both inhibitors also had dramatic effects on levels of p-Erk and p-p38.

3.3. Conclusion

Deeper understanding into what drives susceptibility versus resistance to TRAIL could make great strides into developing TRAIL into an effective anti-cancer therapeutic. Prior technological limitations have led to ambiguous or even contradictory conclusions on the roles of various signaling pathways in regulating TRAIL-induced apoptosis. In part, this confusion resulted from methodologies that averaged measurements across a diverse population such as those undergoing TRAIL-induced apoptosis in an asynchronous manner.
and even a mixed population of cells sensitive or resistant to TRAIL. Recent advances in single-cell platforms such as mass cytometry enable us to characterize these populations in-depth. Using RealMatch, we aimed to recreate trajectories of cells responding differently to TRAIL and discover the underlying network regulating these heterogeneous responses. The final network derived from known reactions and those identified from the application of RealMatch to our mass cytometry data is depicted in Figure 3.5A. For the annotation of the “activation/inhibition” shown in this network, we used logic rules described above and the “rainbow” plots from a previous step (Figure 3.4).

This pathway analysis may explain the mechanisms of action of the inhibitors we investigated as possible synergistic co-treatments with TRAIL. We tested two kinase inhibitors directed against MEK and p38 as well as two BCL-2 family inhibitors, ABT-199 and ABT-737, in combination with TRAIL. MEKi is supposed to reduce levels of p-Erk though inhibition of its upstream kinase MEK, but we also see that it affects levels of p-p38, p-BCL-2, pBAD136 and pBADS112. p38i inhibits p38 activity and leads to a modest decrease in p-p38 levels, but also clearly affects pErk, pBCL-2, and p-BADS136 levels. ABT-737 reduces levels of BCL-2 family members pBCL-2, p-BADS136, and p-BADS112 while ABT-199 affects p-BADS136 and p-BCL-2 more dramatically with less effect on p-BADS112.

The observed effects of treatment with the inhibitors are consistent with and can inform the networks produced through Reactionet analysis. MEK inhibition leads to downstream effects on pBADS112 via a known reaction through p90RSK, but our inhibitor data as well as less stringent Reactionet analysis supports a connection between Erk and p38 signaling. This connection could explain how MEKi is able to also drive decreased levels of pBCL-2. Similarly, less stringent Reactionet analysis suggests the reverse connection between Erk and p38 is also true, which is supported by the dramatic reduction in pErk observed upon p38i treatment. Surprisingly, negligible effects were observed on pBADS112 in either treatment scenario. However, pBADS136 was significantly affected by both kinase inhibitors. This connection might have been missed by our Reactionet lasso method, especially if the connection is mediated by several unmeasured markers. Alternatively, our less stringent Reactionet results identified a connection between p-p38 and pAkt, which is the known upstream kinase of pBADS136. Thus, p38i could indirectly reduce pBADS136 via pAkt and the connection between p38 and pErk might explain MEKi’s similar ability to downregulate pBADS136 through the same axis.

Importantly, this discovered network may provide explain the degree of efficacy we
Figure 3.4.: “Rainbow” plots show Asinh transformed median expression values of some Bcl-3 family markers, p-Erk and p-p38 in TRAIL-treated HeLa cells with various kinase inhibitors.
Figure 3.5.: Single-cell time course data implicates selectively maintained IkBalpha activation and downstream MAPK/survival pathways in TRAIL-resistant subpopulation. (A) Simplified Reactionet lasso graph documenting signaling network relationships revealed during TRAIL response. Known relationships documented in literature and novel relationships discovered from mass cytometry time course data are shown in solid and dotted lines respectively. (B) Histogram summarizing mean percentage of surviving clones following treatment with TRAIL plus targeted kinase inhibitors relative to TRAIL plus DMSO vehicle control, as measured by clonogenic assay.
observed with synergistic TRAIL co-treatments. We saw limited efficacy with the various BCL-2 family targeted inhibitors compared to kinase inhibitors despite conventional wisdom suggesting that the regulatory role of BCL-2 proteins in apoptosis would make them of greater import in co-treatments. We observed that the strongest death-inducing kinase inhibitors MEKi and p38i, which both reduced BCL-2 protein levels significantly through several proposed reactions that connect these pathways to measured pro-survival markers. Though anti-apoptotic regulation may be classically attributed to survival pathways such as pAkt, the hierarchy we identified might justify the ordering of efficacy we found: MEKi, p38i, and PI3Ki (Figure 3.5B). pErk’s role upstream of p38 and pAkt, while also downregulating a separate axis through pBADs112 led to the greatest effect across multiple BCL-2 family members, while the effects of each subsequent marker (p-p38 and pAkt) encompassed fewer of these BCL-2 proteins.

Of interest, the network we identified might not fully reveal the rationale behind the efficacy of each pair-wise combination of these kinase inhibitors. Though the network suggests that MEKi should be largely redundant with PI3Ki and p38i due to pErk sitting upstream of both targeted nodes, we observe additional reduction in TRAIL resistance in both dual-kinase targeting strategies. Possible mechanisms for this phenomena include feedback loops wherein targeting of pErk may lead to a compensatory response through Akt or p38, which is subsequently blocked by either inhibitor, leading to further death. Alternatively, as the connections we found between pAkt, pErk, and p-p38 were very subtle and were labeled low confidence edges, it is possible that there is only a partial effect on either pAkt and p38 when inhibiting pErk levels. Adding a targeted inhibitor against either may achieve the full inhibitory effect. This mystery could be unraveled through future validation, such as profiling TRAIL-induced apoptosis using single-cell RNA-sequencing data that has fewer hidden variables or profiling of the different inhibitor combinations with the same approach via mass cytometry.

Studying asynchronous processes from disjoint mass cytometry snapshots is a difficult problem. Providing rich source of information by means of high-dimensional measurements, mass cytometry is still missing the vital aspect of following cells in time-lapse. A naive approach reconstructs the temporal state sequence on the basis of averaging the single-cell data, implicitly making the assumption of a synchronous processes yielding homogeneous cell state distributions over time. This approach is confounded by asynchronous processes such TRAIL induced apoptosis. RealMatch addresses the problem of disjoint snapshots by finding the best match between consequent snapshots under a
parsimony assumption.

There are several options for such a matching approach. Our choice of a conventional discrete optimal transport was motivated by several factors as: simplicity and interpretability, demonstrated success of Waddington-Optimal Transport for transcriptomics applications [11] and the fact that minimizing total transportation cost fits well with the biological assumption of the cells choosing an optimal path in terms of “the least effort”. Computational complexity, i.e. quadratic memory and run time requirements constitute a limitation of this choice. Therefore, we considered cell subsets of 10’000 for the reported computations. Subsampling could in general introduce biases in the matching procedure. We ruled out such biases in our study by assessing stability of our results under various random seeds. Another limitation of such a matching is the “curse of dimensionality”: computing the cost function with large number of dimensions could lead toward insignificant (random) matches. To account for the fact that not all of our cells were reliably matched, we suggest to use only the signal trend, i.e. the average expression per time-of-death group, instead of performing inferences on the individual trajectories.

We reconstruct cell state trajectories for cell subsets with differential apoptosis outcome and use these to reason about potential causal mechanisms yielding different time of death in TRAIL induced apoptosis. We cast this task into a feature selection problem for classification of time-of-death. We used linear SVC with l1 penalty in order to select a sparse set of predictors. Another choice could be logistic regression with l1 penalty. However, logistic regression is known to be more sensitive to the outliers and SVC is easier to extend to non-linear case (non-linear SVC) in order to inspect the best prediction score of selected features assuming that their interaction is not linear. No matter which feature selection method we use, selected features are not guaranteed to be causal and could be just confounded with the outcome. In this case any drug intervention on such a feature wouldn’t lead to a different process behaviour. In order to identify the potential causal role of selected features we applied Reactionet lasso. Reactionet lasso showed good performance in the reconstruction of dynamic systems for the cases of systems with sufficient amount of prior knowledge about network structure. Reactionet lasso is the only known to us method for automatic reaction reconstruction from purely observational single-cell time series snapshots. Other approaches to this task are conceivable, e.g. performing model selection among several different topologies of an ordinary differential equation system. This approach could potentially give a better performance
(confidence in the edge), but is typically limited by its required computational resources for evaluation of a potentially large number of model variants. The amount of models to consider for the considered marker panel in this study easily amounts to billions of variants that in practice are not tractable.

Time-series single-cell snapshots have never been used before for the analysis of asynchronous process because of the aforementioned limitations. We present RealMatch to overcome these limitations by means of an automatic and systematic procedure to identify asynchrony inducing mechanisms. RealMatch demonstrated its ability to discover potential causes of asynchrony in TIA. Further, we expect this approach to enable other studies based on time-series mass cytometry snapshots to reconstruct the mechanisms of other asynchronous processes. For example, RealMatch could be applied to studies of cells exhibiting trajectories profiled through well-defined status markers such as cell cycle or differentiation state.

3.4. Methods

3.4.1. Reagents

Cell Culture and Inhibitors

The HeLa cell line was cultured in DMEM media containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were treated with 50 ng/ml SuperKiller TRAIL (Enzo Life Sciences). In inhibitor experiments, the following reagents and inhibitors were used: 0.1% DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 µM GSK1120212 (Selleck Chemicals), 20 µM SB203580 (Cell Signaling Technology), 2.5 µM GDC-0941 (Selleck Chemicals), 2 µM ABT-737 (ChemScene), and 2 µM ABT-199 (ChemScene).

Antibodies

The antibody panel including targeted epitopes, metal/mass conjugations, staining concentrations, clone, and manufacturers are described in detail below (Figure 3.6).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Antigen</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Mass</th>
<th>Final Conc. (µg/ml)</th>
<th>Antibody Clone</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histone H3</td>
<td>pS28</td>
<td>In</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HTA28</td>
<td>Biolegend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>pS112</td>
<td>Pr</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40A9</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspase 3</td>
<td>total cleaved (active form)</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>C32-605</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4EBP1</td>
<td>pT37pT46</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>236B4</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSK2</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D21B2</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p38</td>
<td>pT180pY182</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36p38</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caspase 7</td>
<td>total cleaved at N198</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p90RSK</td>
<td>pT573</td>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFkB</td>
<td>pS529</td>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>K10-995.12.50</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>54D2</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akt</td>
<td>pS473</td>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9E</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPKAPK-2</td>
<td>pT334</td>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27B7</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCL-2</td>
<td>pS70</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5H2</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bid</td>
<td>total (p22 Bid)</td>
<td>Gd</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>pS136</td>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>D25H8</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclin B1</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>GNS-1</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb</td>
<td>pS807pS811</td>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>J112-906</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSP27</td>
<td>pS82</td>
<td>Er</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D1H2</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erk</td>
<td>pT202pY204</td>
<td>Er</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>D13</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K67</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>Er</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B56</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IkBalpha</td>
<td>total (N-terminal antigen)</td>
<td>Tm</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>L35A5</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARP</td>
<td>total cleaved at N214</td>
<td>Yb</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F21-652</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>pS235pS236</td>
<td>Yb</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N7-548</td>
<td>BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPK</td>
<td>pT172</td>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40H9</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mcl-1</td>
<td>total</td>
<td>Yb</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Poly</td>
<td>CST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.6.: Antibodies used for mass cytometry experiments..
3.4.2. Clonogenic Survival Assays

To perform clonogenic assays, HeLa cells growing in log phase were seeded into 6-well plates at 2000 cells per well as counted by a manual hemacytometer about 18 hours prior to start of TRAIL treatment. Inhibitors or DMSO control was added the following day for 1 hour prior to TRAIL treatment, followed by the addition of TRAIL. Exposure to treatments continued for 24 hours before cells were washed twice with warm media and new media was added. Cell culture continued as described until colonies were visible to the naked eye and counted above 50 cells under the microscope, generally about 7-10 days later. At this point, media was removed from all 6-well plates. Colonies were stained by washing out remaining media using sterile PBS and fixing colonies using a cold methanol/acetone (60:40%) solution for 5-10 minutes. Colonies were visualized with a 1% crystal violet solution (dissolved in 25% methanol in water). Colonies on all plates were counted using a light box and counter pen (Fisher Scientific). All clonogenic assays are quantified as a percentage of surviving colonies relative to the TRAIL + DMSO control well.

3.4.3. Mass Cytometry

For mass cytometry experiments, HeLa cell line treatments were performed in 6-well plates using TRAIL and the inhibitors described under the Reagents section. Time course experiments were set up as a reverse time course with TRAIL treatment ranging from 0 to 6 hours sampled at every 30 minutes (TRAIL only experiment) or every hour (TRAIL plus inhibitor combinations). For TRAIL plus inhibitor treated cells, cells were treated with their respective inhibitor for 1 hr prior to addition of TRAIL. DMSO-treated cells were used as controls in all experiments with added inhibitors.

Prior to collecting time course samples, all cells were stained for cell cycle status with IdU and stained for viability with cisplatin according to previously published protocols. Cells from time course experiments were then lifted from plates using trypsin and fixed with 1.6% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) for 10 minutes at room temperature. Cells were pelleted and washed with cell staining medium (CSM) consisting of PBS with 0.5% BSA and 0.02% sodium azide. Cells were permeabilized with 4°p-NFC methanol for 10 minutes and stored at −80°.

Cells were barcoded using palladium barcoding as previously described to multiplex up to 20 different biological samples in a single experiment. After barcoding, cells were
pelleted and washed three times CSM and stained with antibodies (Table 1) for one hour at room temperature. Cells were washed with CSM, then stained with 125 nm 191Ir/193Ir DNA intercalator (Fluidigm, South San Francisco, CA, USA) in PBS with 1.0% paraformaldehyde at 4°C overnight. Cells were washed once with CSM, washed three times with double-distilled water and filtered to remove aggregates. Prior to analysis, cells were resuspended with normalization beads and assayed on a CyTOF2 mass cytometer (Fluidigm, South San Francisco, CA, USA).

FCS files containing mass cytometry measurements were exported from CyTOF2 software. These files were concatenated, bead normalized, and de-bar coded using previously published software. Individual cells or singlets were gated on Cytobank (http://www.cytobank.org) using the event length and 191Ir/193Ir DNA parameters to remove debris and doublets.

3.4.4. Computational Approach

Data preprocessing

The data were preprocessed with a standard asinh(x/5) transformation. Cells were classified into “alive” and “dead” with a strict threshold of 2.7 of the “cisplatin” marker.

Optimal transport

From each snapshot 10 000 cells were subsampled for the analysis. Python optimal transport library (https://github.com/rflamary/POT) was used to perform the matching. The transportation cost between each pair of cells in consecutive snapshots was computed as a squared euclidean distance with a cell cycle penalization:

\[
c(x_1, x_2) = \begin{cases} 
||x_1 - x_2||^2, & \text{if } x_1 \text{agrees with the cell cycle } x_2 \\
+\infty, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

By “agrees with the cell cycle” we mean that cells are not allowed transition back in the cell cycle (except from G1 to G0 phase) or skip cell phase (e.g. go from G0 directly to G2).

The output of the optimal transport between each pair of consequent snapshots is a transition probabilities matrix P containing probabilities of each cell of first snapshot.
transition into a cell state of the second snapshot. There for each cell of the first snapshot we can compute “expected state” as:

\[ X^{\text{predicted}} = XP \] (3.2)

For each cell we can estimate time-of-death as a first time when the predicted value of cisplatin for the “alive” cell in X became greater than the threshold used for the labeling last snapshot into “dead” and “alive”. Consequent matching of the snapshots allow to reconstruct the full trajectory from the beginning to the end of the process and assign expected time-of-death to each point of the zero snapshot. Cells with expected time-of-death 13 we call “survivors” meaning that they are alive by the moment of the last measured snapshot (for the total of 12 snapshots after TRAIL stimulation).

**Feature selection**

Linear Support Vector Classifier with L1 regularization was used to select the most informative features to classify cells into “survivors” and “committing apoptosis” at time point zero. The regularization parameter was chosen with a 5-fold cross validation. After the most significant features were selected, we rerun the SVC with “gaussian” kernel in order to access he best prediction score if the features could be non-linearly transformed.

**Reactionet lasso**

We ran Reactionet lasso with a standard set parameters proposed in the original paper: 100 bootstrap samples, splines gradient fit. We fixed 13 reactions as a prior stoichiometry based on the literature and allowed for 181 potential reactions. The set of potential reactions was chosen to connect important features identified in the step before between each other and to the known downstream regulators of apoptosis.

**References**
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4.1. Introduction

Signaling networks regulate ubiquitous cellular processes such as proliferation, differentiation and cell death [1]. The study of signaling networks typically centers around defining and taking advantage of causal relationships of its, typically protein components:

• Does protein X influence protein Y?

• If we increase/decrease/remove the abundance of protein X, how will it affect the final response of the signaling (e.g. arrest cell cycle, induce/inhibit apoptosis, etc.)?

• How to design an optimal treatment strategy for the system under study? (How to get the desired outcome, for example inducing apoptosis in cancer cells?)

Mechanistic modeling by means of dynamic systems is considered to be the most precise modeling approach in the attempt to answer these questions, for example ordinary and stochastic differential equations models are widely used to design new drug treatments [2]. Typical applications of mechanistic modeling assume the model structure to be known, which might not be true in practice. Discovery of new signaling interactions for a long time was precluded by the data: only few components were measured at a time, allowing to focus only on small parts of the pathway. Development of multi-parametric measurement technologies such as for example mass spectrometry or reverse-phase protein array time-course assays facilitated the development of algorithms to learn molecular interactions from data. The proposed approaches span from model selection for mechanistic models [3, 4] to recently statistical approaches extracting causal information from correlations and drug interventions [5, 6]. The major drawback of the aforementioned mechanistic approaches is that they are not scalable to large signaling networks. Even a more comprehensive enumeration of plausible network structures by topological augmentation is limited for the large scale systems with many unknown interactions [7]. Several regression based approaches were proposed recently to overcome the scalability limitation for learning mechanistic models from data [8, 9], but the structure learning capabilities could be largely precluded by overall identifiability of the models from the data [10]. The proposed statistical approaches in their turn typically don’t suffer from computational limitations, but need a large variety of interventions to distinguish between correlation and causation.
Another important limitation of the aforementioned approaches for discovery of signaling interactions is that majority of them explicitly assume the signaling network to be deterministic. While this could be a reasonable approximation for certain type of systems, a number of recent studies with single-cell technologies, such as flow cytometry and time-lapse live-cell data, demonstrated that cell-to-cell variability plays a crucial role in systems on all levels from *intrinsinc* variability (stochastic nature of molecular reactions) like in the examples of stochastic gene expression [11, 12] to *extrinsic* variability in protein concentrations during cell signaling, e.g. fractional killing effect in apoptosis [13]. Mathematical models explicitly addressing the heterogeneity demonstrate superior performance than deterministic approaches [14–17].

Development of new high-throughput single-cell measurement technologies, such as mass cytometry [18], allowed to measure up to 50 components in the system simultaneously and therefore unlocked a variety of opportunities for computational modeling of non-genetic origins of cell heterogeneity. However, addressing the cell-to-cell variability in structure learning task for mechanistic models still remains an extremely challenging problem [8].

Difficulty of structure learning for mechanistic models and the development of high-throughput single-cell technologies such as flow and mass cytometry facilitated application of statistical models in an attempt to generate hypothesis about causal protein interactions. For example, Bayesian Networks were proposed as a tool for causal hypothesis generation [19, 20]. These models essentially describe the joint distribution of the data as a tractable factorized distribution. Signaling relationships are represented as statistical dependencies implied by this factorization and can but in general do not coincide with the causal direction.

A more rigorous generalization of Bayesian Networks towards causal Bayesian Networks [21] and corresponding structure learning methods were recently proposed to infer causal structure from a single time point flow or mass cytometry snapshots of a signaling system in a steady-state [22–24]. However, even though causal Bayesian Networks indeed are representing truly causal dependencies, their applicability towards protein signaling is limited by two strong assumptions: the signaling system is at a steady-state and the signaling network is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [25]. It is well-known that signaling systems contain a numerous amounts of feedback loops, which means the violation of the assumption of signaling network to be a DAG. In the latter study authors experimentally demonstrated that even in the case of perfectly designed experiment in terms of...
interventions, the structure learning capabilities of algorithms are indeed limited by the acyclicity assumption. Some recent theoretical work confirmed the significance of the aforementioned limitation by formulating the steady-state of a dynamic systems (mechanistic models) as a cyclic causal Structural Equation Models (SEM) for deterministic [26] and stochastic cases [27].

Dynamic Bayesian Networks would be one of the natural ways to overcome the problems imposed by single time point models [28]. However, structure learning methods for Dynamic Bayesian Networks [6, 29] are not directly applicable for flow or mass cytometry datasets due to their destructive nature: we don’t possess the joint distribution over time snapshots. These models exploit temporal information of the process by formulating a time series model formulation. This information for cytometry datasets could only be acquired from multiple time snapshots and either by averaging or by matching of the snapshots (e.g. with optimal transport [30]). While averaging would lead to the loss of single-cell information and therefore not applicable to study cell-to-cell variability, the optimal transport could be an attractive alternative to make the Dynamic Bayesian Networks applicable for cytometry snapshot, but no study to our knowledge demonstrated it yet.

Despite aforementioned limitations (acyclicity) of recently proposed methods for causal structure learning from single time point cytometry snapshots, causal modeling is still very attractive and promising approach to modeling behaviour of complex signaling systems. First, because there are not many examples of success stories when causal modeling in biology was applied to learn gene regulatory networks [31–33]. Second, fast development of mathematical approaches for causal reasoning opens new opportunities to answer central systems biology questions we introduced in the beginning [34].

Here we introduce a Causal Time Series Snapshots Model (CTSSM), a special case of causal Structural Equations Models which allows to overcome the assumptions of the steady-state and acyclicity accounting for the time of the process. CTSSM also explicitly models extrinsic variability. The time component here is the backdoor between mechanistic and causal modeling: all the information is unrolled in time (no instantaneous interactions), resulting in the joint causal graph over time without cycles. This model formulation combines advantages of both mechanistic and statistical models: it is able to accommodate the most important structures in protein signaling such as feedback loops, variability in initial protein concentrations and temporal changes of node abundance, and at the same time takes advantage of the simplicity of the statistical models and
Figure 4.1.: General time series model for disjoint snapshots in the context of transfection experiments. **A** Time-unrolled model: individual box represents measured nodes per snapshot. We assume: (i) there are no instantaneous causal relations inside one snapshot, (ii) causal structure is preserved between pairs of consequent snapshots. Solid circles represent observed variables per snapshot. **B** Corresponding time-rolled causal model. Time-rolled graph is allowed to have cycles (negative and positive feedback loops).

directly transfers approaches developed for counterfactual reasoning in causal models.

We propose MassCaRA (Mass cytometry Causal Reaction Annotation algorithm) a simple method for practical discovery of signaling relationships in CSSTM from single-cell snapshots. We demonstrate performance of MassCaRA algorithm on several synthetic datasets, including one generated from a mechanistic model. By accounting for time, MassCaRA significantly outperformed aforementioned causal structure learning methods. We applied MassCaRA to a recently published dataset of EGFR signaling in HEK295T cells [35].
4.2. Results

4.2.1. Protein signaling as Causal Time Series Snapshots Model (CTSSM)

Consider a protein signaling network of \(n\) proteins measured at \(T\) distinct time points. We denote \(V\) a set of observed (measured) proteins. Lets assume a time series \(X_t = (X_i^t)_{i \in V}\) describes the corresponding protein signaling dynamics over time and satisfies the following assumptions:

- We denote \(\text{PA}_i\) a set of causal parents of protein \(i\): intervention on any of the parents at any point in time will lead to a change of the distribution of protein \(i\) at later timepoints.

- We assume that causal structure is preserved between all the pairs of consequent snapshots (this assumption corresponds to the state of the art modeling of biochemical network as continuous time Markov chains) and there are no instantaneous signaling relations between variables in the same snapshot: \(\forall i \in V\) there is a set \(\text{PA}_i \subseteq X^V\), s.t. \(\forall t \in \{1, \ldots, T\}\)

\[
X^i_t = f^i_t((\text{PA}^i)_t, X^i_{t-1}, N^i_t) \tag{4.1}
\]

with \(N^i_t\) (jointly) independent and for each \(i\), \(N^i_t\) identically distributed in \(t\) and \(F(X^1_0, \ldots, X^n_0)\) being a joint distribution of the nodes before the signaling was induced. \(N^i_t\) represents measurement noise per protein per snapshot.

One way to describe mechanistic models is to formulate them as discrete time systems [36]. Difference equations in discrete time systems are essentially Dynamic Structural Equations Models (DSEMs) [37], a special class of Structural Equations Models [21] unrolled over time. CTSSM is a DSEM for the case when only infrequent snapshots are observed and therefore in the case of infrequent mass cytometry time snapshots could be thought of as a crude approximation of the discrete time system.

The corresponding full time graph (Figure 4.1A) is obtained by drawing arrows from any node that appears in the right-hand side of (4.1) to \(X^i_t\). As we don’t allow any instantaneous effects the full time graph is always a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG).
Joint distribution over all time snapshots is always Markov\(^1\) with respect to the full time graph (follows of it being a SEM). We additionally assume the joint distribution to be faithful\(^2\) w.r.t. the full time graph. Therefore, CTSSM is on one hand just a special case of causal models introduced by Pearl [21] and we can use all the rich formalism developed for it: interventions, counterfactual analysis, causal inference; and on the other hand just a simple case of TiMINo model introduced by Peters et al.[38]. Unfortunately the corresponding methods for structure learning proposed by Peters et al. are not applicable for the cytometry snapshots since the joint distribution of the unrolled graph is not available.

By *intervention* in this study we denote any controlled manipulation on the value of a variable at any time point [21]. We must to point out that we clearly distinguish between "intervention" and "stimulation". In order to induce signaling, the system needs to be "stimulated", e.g. with a drug and only then we are talking about the signaling cascade. We don’t consider stimulation as an intervention and assume the amount of stimulation to be preserved between different transfection experiments.

\(^1\)The Markov condition states that each variable is probabilistically independent of its non-descendants given its parents in the graph.

\(^2\)Faithfulness states that all the independence relations in the probability distribution over the variables are a consequence of the Markov condition.
The most common type of interventions considered in the literature are drug interventions, e.g. small molecular inhibitors, kinase inhibitors, etc. One major drawback of the interventions of this kind is that might be "unspecific": we might not know why the exact target and mechanism of these interventions. However, majority of causal structure learning methods assume require "surgical" interventions: the target and the value of the intervention is known precisely [21].

Though CTTSN and the structure learning approach proposed below are still valid for the case of drug intervention, in this study we focus on recently proposed interventions by transient transfection [35]. Mechanism of transfection is more transparent and easier to incorporate into CTSSM model than unspecific drug inhibitors. In case of transient transfection "intervention" is modeled as a change of the distribution of a target node at time point $t = 0$ (before the stimulation).

We denote by experiment a set of single-cell snapshots corresponding to one of the conditions: only stimulation and no intervention was performed we call ("observational"), and when some intervention on one of the nodes was performed ("interventional").

### 4.2.2. Mass Cytometry Causal Reactions Annotation (MassCaRA)

This section introduces the MassCaRA (Figure 4.2), a simple method for practical signaling relations discovery under the assumptions of CTSSM. As we mentioned before CTSSM satisfies TiMINo assumptions [38], therefore the joint distribution over all the snapshots is faithful with respect to the full time graph. In this case we could apply constraint-based causal discovery methods to recover the full time and corresponding time-rolled graphs. However, due to the destructive nature of mass cytometry we can only observe joint distributions inside one snapshot, but not essential for this approach joint distribution over all snapshots.

The cornerstone of constrained-based causal structure learning methods is d-separation\(^3\) [21]. However, for CTSSM the essential set of nodes for d-separation is not available: to d-separate two nodes in one snapshot the d-separation set has to contain the nodes from previous time snapshots. Therefore, the structure recovered inside one snapshot using conventional constrained-based methods does necessarily contain all the ancestral

\(^3\)two variables are d-separated if they are marginally dependent but become independent of each other once we condition on variables in d-separation set
casual relations and not only direct ones.

Blom et al. [39] recently introduced the concept of "weak" d-separation to overcome the problem of measurement error. We propose to exploit the proposed "weak" d-separation as a heuristic approximation of the real d-separation as if we were conditioning on the right set of variables, e.g. we can only condition on $B_t$ in the example from Figure 4.1, so $A_t$ and $C_t$ are not d-separated, but they could appear to be "weakly" d-separated (with a low confidence $\alpha < 10^{-6}$), which would allow us to remove an edge between them. Therefore, under "weakly" d-separation the recovered structure will be always more sparse. In the worst case this heuristic would select indirect causal relations instead of the direct one for the skeleton inference procedure, which is not dramatic for the skeleton, but could lead to misleading conclusions if it is used for edge orientation. Therefore, we propose to use it only for the skeleton learning part as a first step in MassCaRA. Also due to heuristic nature of the "weak" d-separation in this case, the learned skeleton could differ between different time points. We construct a joint skeleton between the snapshots by simple averaging of the edges in different snapshots. At the end of step 1 of MassCaRA we have a skeleton with a confidence score for each edge (details in Methods).

As a second step we acquire the edge direction with a simple straightforward procedure based on the definition of causality introduced above: for each node at each time point we test if its distribution changed significantly between control and intervention setting. In this case the edges will represent true, but only ancestral causal directions. We use the sign of the fold change in the directed edge in order to assign a type to the edge: "activation" (positive change) and "inhibition" (negative change). Unfortunately it is almost impossible to perform transfection experiment on every protein in the signaling network, therefore some edges will remain unoriented. To fill this gap we propose to use Invariant Causal Prediction (ICP) [40]. Successful applicability of ICP towards inferring causal relationships in genomics data with interventions by knock-outs was demonstrated before [33], therefore here we explore the performance of ICP for CTSSM.

As the last step of MassCaRA we superimpose the inferred directions and the skeleton favoring two-sample test directions above ICP in case of ambiguity. As we mentioned above, the final graph in the worst case contains all ancestral relations (direct and indirect). We suggest to use the weight of the edge from step 1 (skeleton) as a confidence in "closeness of relationships" (e.g. parents from grandparents and further ancestors): edges to direct parents are more likely to have a higher score.
4.2.3. Experimental results and benchmarks

Synthetic data

In this study we performed comprehensive comparison of the proposed method on several synthetic systems. We simulated 3 datasets of different levels of complexity from CSSTM, where the time-rolled graph is: a simple DAG ("EGFRsynDAG"), small network with two feedback loops ("EGFRsynCyc") and a large network corresponding to the available ground truth graph from Lun et al. ("EGFRsynLun") (Supplementary Figure C.1)). We also simulated a dataset from one of the state of the arts dynamic model (using ODE formulation and random initial conditions) for EGFR signaling [41] (Supplementary Figure C.2) in order to access performance of MassCaRA in a complicated case of mechanistic models (details in Methods).

We compared MassCaRA to two recently introduced methods for causal structure learning: Invariant Causal Prediction (ICP)[40] method and backShift[42]. Performance of ICP in biological setting [33] was demonstrated on the example of flow cytometry data with inhibitory interventions [22]. Performance of backShift [23] was demonstrated on mass cytometry data with various activators and inhibitors [43]. However, these settings are different from the dataset of Lun et al. in two major ways: they are based on a single time snapshot per experiment potentially corresponding to the steady-state of the signaling and majority of the interventions were performed with inhibitions, therefore constituting a different type of interventions ("surgical") opposed to the interventions with transient transfection ("fat-hand"). Both methods are build around a central concept of environment. Essentially environment is a different experimental condition. In case for example inhibition experiments each inhibition setting corresponds to the environment. On the other hand, different time snapshots could also serve as a different environments. Since methodologically it is not clear how we should handle the additional information coming from several time snapshots, we incorporated in three different ways:

- **Joint time.** We pull all the time snapshots from one experiment together to form one environment. In this case a sample from one environment is a sample from a joint distribution over time. Each environment corresponds to one experiment. Therefore, given $M$ experiments, we get $M$ environments.

- **Individual time.** We separate the problem into $T$ sub-problems. In each problem we learn the structure from the distributions of "observational" and "interventional" experiments separately per time point and the total outcome average
Figure 4.3.: Comparison of MassCaRA with different hyperparameters against various settings of ICP and backShift. The comparison is done in terms of the ration of between true positives and false positives to the total amount of positive edges. We limited the x-axis to the value 1.0, because if the amount of false positives proposed by the method is greater than the total amount of positives, the results are not practical from biological point of view.
the joint edges. In this case we have $T$ runs of a method with $M$ environments in each.

- **Time as environment.** We treat each time snapshot in each experiment as a separate environment instance. Given $T$ snapshots per experiment and $M$ experiments we get $T \times M$ environments.

The outcome of plain ICP was always an empty set for all setting, there we used the version of the methods with hidden variables (hiddenICP). As a metric of the performance we use a conventional true positive rate (fraction of correctly identified true positives to the total amount of positives) and a not commonly used fraction of positives to the total amount of positives. We don’t use conventional Receiver Operator Characteristic curve since for perform *de novo* reconstruction of a sparse system and will mask the false positive signal due to a large amount of negatives. For practical biological applications such as consequent verification of the edges with experiments it is very important to achieve low amount of false positives since because of the cost of the experiments: only confident edges should go into validation [44].

Figure 4.3 demonstrates the results of the comparison. For the first two examples of test systems all the methods show good/comparable performance. This is largely due to the fact that the systems are too small and therefore don’t contain too many indirect ancestral relations. Moreover, the models were generated from a Linear Structural Equations Model and therefore constitute an easy example for methods based on linear inference like ICP or backShift. Third example was generated from CSSTM with a system containing large amount of feedbacks. MassCaRA shows significantly better performance then ICP or backShift still containing relatively small amount of false positive reactions. For the dynamic systems case we didn’t expect a very good performance of any of the methods since none of them specifically designed to handle structure learning of dynamic systems. However, we see that MassCaRA is consistently more correct than ICP or backShift.

**Real data**

Here we demonstrate application of MassCaRA to the EGFR signaling dataset from Lun et. al[35]. The data comprise several mass cytometry snapshots over signaling nodes measured at several different time points after the signaling stimulation and therefore constitute a perfect example of a CTSSM. 20 signaling proteins of HEK295T cells of
Figure 4.4.: Output of MassCaRA on Lun et al. dataset. Only edges with score above 0.6 were depicted for readability. Red edges correspond to positive activation and blue ones to negative feedback. Directions of red and blue edges was identified by transient transfection and gray edges correspond to the ICP directions.

EGFR signaling network were measured with a panel of 35 antibodies by mass cytometry during 1-h EGF stimulation time course. Measurements were performed at 0, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes. Around 11 000 cells were measured per one experimental condition. A set of interventions was performed on the system by transient transfection: genes encoding protein of interest were cloned into vectors containing a cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter and a GFP-tag sequence to transiently overexpress GFP-tagged proteins of interest. The tagged protein abundance was measured by mass cytometry using an anti-GFP antibody.

The original data were preprocessed with a standard arcsinh($x/5$) transformation. Cells in M phase of the cell cycle were removed from the study since cell cycle is known not to play a role in EGFR signaling yet cycling cells might introduce spurious correlations. For the skeleton inference procedure data were additionally preprocessed with the removal of outliers for each protein and the values below 5 counts were replaced with missing as it was suggested in the original study. All three replicates were used to obtain all the results in order to increase the robustness. For the skeleton inference it was implemented via median value in the covariance matrix. For the edge orientation
the direction was acquired as a median direction between the replicates. Same applies for ICP. Parameters "spearman" and $\alpha = 10^{-12}$ were selected for the independence tests to achieve a sparse solution.

*MassCaRA* identified in total 84 edges. 70 of these edges were oriented based on transfection interventions. 34 edges correspond to positive interactions and 50 to negative feedback. In Figure 4.4 we depicted 54 edges with a score above 0.6. 11 edges were reported previously in the SIGNOR database. We found 3 new interactions not reported in the SIGNOR database in particular interesting: positive feedback from pP38 to pERK, negative feedback from pP90RSK to pERK and negative feedback from pERK to pMEK1and2. Identification of these interactions wouldn’t be possible without temporal information.

### 4.3. Methods

#### 4.3.1. Learning sparse skeleton

First, the causal skeleton was obtained separately for each individual time snapshot from the observational experiment with a "skeleton" function from R package "PCALG" [45] and stability selection procedure [46]. Stability selection allows to increase robustness and obtain an estimation of a confidence score for an individual edge. Edges with a stability score less than 0.1 were removed. The final skeleton was constructed by obtaining an average score for each individual edge.

Skeleton inference procedure needs two parameters to be specified: a function for conditional independence tests and significance level $\alpha \in (0, 1)$ for the individual conditional independence tests. The standard choice for the conditional independence tests is based on "pearson" correlation. We additionally suggest to use "spearman" correlation for the case when the dependency between the variables is rather just monotonic, but not necessary linear. For the significance level a standard choice is $\alpha = 0.01$, but the lower levels of $\alpha = 10^{-12}, 10^{-6}$ would correspond to the "weak" d-separation.
4.3.2. Orient edges: "soft" interventions with transient transfection

Two-sample test

In order to obtain the direction of an edge from the skeleton, we performed non-parametric one-dimensional Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test. Assume there is an edge in the skeleton between proteins A and B and transfection of protein A is available. Let's denote $B_{0}^{obs}, \ldots, B_{T}^{obs}$ samples from one-dimensional distribution per individual snapshot $t_{0}, \ldots, t_{T}$ for observational setting and $B_{0}^{A}, \ldots, B_{T}^{A}$ for the corresponding transfection of A. For each $i \in \{ t_{1}, \ldots, t_{T} \}$ we test a null hypothesis of $B_{i}^{obs}$ and $B_{i}^{A}$ be drawn from the same continuous distribution and assign a weight to the edge $w_{A \rightarrow B} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{i=1}^{T} \mathbb{1}_{H_{0}: \text{reject}}(E_{B_{i}^{A}} - E_{B_{i}^{obs}})$. We use a standard p-value 0.01 for the rejection of the hypothesis.

Invariant Causal Prediction

In order to obtain direction of the unseen interventions we use function "hiddenICP" from R package "InvariantCausalPrediction". ICP provides a set of potential causal ancestors for a target variable $Y$. Therefore, for each node in the graph we learn potential ancestors from observational and interventional setting (holding out an intervention on the node under study). Snapshots from different time points were pooled together into one environment for this study.

4.3.3. Simulating synthetic experiments

Simulations from CTSSM

For demonstration purposes that non-linearity is not the main issue the causal structure learning in this case all the datasets functional dependency was chosen to be linear. We first simulate distribution at $t = 0$ of every node $i$ independently from $\mathcal{N}(a_{i}^{0}, s_{i}^{0})$. At the next step we simulate "next time point" for every node $i$:

$$X_{i}^{t} = b_{ii}^{t}X_{i}^{t-1} + \sum_{j \in \text{pa}(i)} X_{j}^{t-1}b_{ij}^{t}, \quad (4.2)$$
where the $pa(i)$ - the set of causal parents of node $i$ and the corresponding parameters for the distributions for $t = 0, \ldots, T$ are sampled from: $a_i^t \sim U[0, 2]$, $s_i^t \sim U[1, 4]$, $b_{ij}^t \sim U[1, 4]$.

In order to account to possible measurement noise, we model observed value as:

$$\hat{X}_i^t = X_i^t + \epsilon_i^t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where $\epsilon_i^t \sim N(0, 0.1)$ - measurement noise.

To model "fat-hand" interventions emulating transient transfection we simulate initial distribution from Gamma instead of Gaussian in order to account for heavy tails generated by transfection. We additionally introduce extra 'GFP-node' as a readout of the intervention.

$$\hat{X}_{GFP}^t = a_{GFP}X_{int}^0 + \epsilon_{GFP}^t,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

for $t \in \{0, \ldots, T\}$ and $\epsilon_{GFP}^t \sim N(0, 0.1)$. We sample $a_{GFP} \sim U[0.9, 1.2]$ to account for variability in the GFP read out.

For every setting we sample 6 time points, but use for the analysis only $t = 0, 1, 3, 6$ to model time intervals (0, 5, 15, 30 min) from Lun et al.

Simulations from mechanistic model

In this simulation we tried to reproduce experiment of Lun et al. with mechanistic modeling. We simulated a mechanistic model of "EGF and NGF signaling" [41] from an SBML model acquired from http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/BIOMD0000000033. The model was chosen to model phosphorylation mechanisms and to overlap in the most amount of nodes with the data measured by Lun et al. The model contains in total 32 nodes corresponding to both phosphorylated (active)/dephosphorylated (inactive) states of the protein. For the consequent analysis we assumed only phosphorylated (active) states to be observed. The reactions in the model are defined by Michaelis-Menten kinetics, and are reversible.

To reproduce mass cytometry single-cell experiment and to take in account destructiveness of the technology, we sampled all the snapshots separately. We assume the dynamics of the process to be deterministic, and we model single-cell variability with
the variability in the initial conditions. The dynamics of individual cell was simulated with Ordinary Differential Equations with Matlab Simbio toolbox. Initial conditions were sampled randomly from log-normal distribution around original values provided in the SMBL model. All time points were sampled separately with reinitiate initial conditions. Time points were selected to correspond to 0, 5, 15, 30, 60 min intervals in the way that only last time point corresponds to the steady-state of the process. Interventions by transient transfection were modeled as a change of the initial distribution of the inactive form of the intervened protein from log-normal to a heavy tailed one. For the analysis the data were log-transformed.

4.4. Discussion

In this paper we introduced formulation of protein signaling as Causal Time Series Snapshots Model, a special case of causal dynamic Structural Equation Models accounting for infrequent time snapshots. The small modification by accounting for time compared to the classical single snapshot causal models, introduces a big advantage on the conceptual level: CTSSM allows to explicitly model feedback loops and cell-to-cell variability, the properties essential to apply the causal reasoning in a way it is traditionally performed by mechanistic models.

We introduced MassCaRA, a simple algorithm based on a combination of the constrained-based causal structure learning methods and recently proposed algorithm of Invariant Causal Prediction. MassCaRA consists of two parts: learning the skeleton and learning the causal directions. The skeleton learning part is based on a heuristic, however it shows a great performance on the synthetic data in order to refine arbitrary ancestral relations towards direct parents. This part of the procedure is generic and relies on purely observational data. The second part of edge orientation is theoretically sound and exploits model formulation as CTSSM. We demonstrated how "fat-hand" intervention could be used to obtain causal direction of the edges, but in principle any type of interventions could be applied here.

We demonstrated that MassCaRA significantly outperforms state of the art causal structure learning not only applied to models simulated from CTSSM, but to a mechanistic model generated from a dynamic system. The performance of MassCaRA on the mechanistic system suggests that the method could be well applicable for the real data scenario. When applied to Lun et al. dataset, MassCaRA revealed several potentially
interesting feedback relations not reported in the SIGNOR database.

The demonstrated success of MassCaRA for structure learning for mechanistic systems, opens new horizons for the future research. First, an interesting direction for further investigation could be towards more explicitly accounting for time in the structure learning procedure. For example, optimal transport was recently proposed to overcome the problem of disjoint snapshots in single-cell transcriptomics data [30], however it’s relation to causal structure learning is not established yet. Second important direction of the research is given a known CTSSM graph to infer the parameters of the model. Moment-based regression approaches could be for example used for this task [8]. And the last and the most interesting question for systems biology applications is to which extent in practice CTSSM could be used for causal reasoning, e.g. how to design drug interventions using CTSSM.
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Part III.

Concluding Remarks
5 Concluding Remarks
Rapid development of single-cell proteomics measurement technologies, such as flow and mass cytometry, allowed to access the non-genetic origins of cell-to-cell variability simultaneously monitoring up to 30 markers at a time. In particular, with the new measurements, the heterogeneous response during protein signaling of a seemingly homogeneous population become apparent. Understanding the molecular mechanisms of cell-to-cell variability is crucial for design of treatment strategies for the diseases such as cancer [1].

There are two main sources of variability at a single-cell level: extrinsic, such as variability in the initial conditions before the signaling stimulation, and intrinsic, variability arising from the inherent stochastic nature of biochemical processes [2]. In this thesis, we discussed mathematical modeling approaches for both sources of variability. In particular, we focused on the question of reverse engineering these models (structure learning) from mass cytometry time snapshots for the cases when the majority of the signaling reactions is not known.

Chapter 2 addresses the question of learning topology of a Chemical Master Equation from data. Chemical Master Equation is a gold standard of mechanistic modeling of intrinsic variability by means of Stochastic Differential Equations. This chapter solely focuses on the problem of learning a topology of a reaction network in the presence of intrinsic variability. We introduced Reactionet lasso, a sparse regression based approach for de novo reconstruction of a topology of the Chemical Master Equation. Reactionet lasso is the first to our knowledge algorithm for automatic structure learning for Chemical Master Equation going beyond model selection.

We used the structure learning capabilities of Reactionet lasso to recover stochastic signaling interactions on synthetic data. This method is scalable and explicitly handles measurement noise potentially arising from the measurement. However, Reactionet lasso assumes all the components of a signaling network to be observed. Therefore, in practical application, when only part of the network could be measured due to the availability of antibodies, Reactionet lasso can not guarantee stable performance. Unfortunately there is no explicit way to account for unobserved variables in this approach, but the tests on synthetic systems showed that Reactionet lasso could achieve good performance in the
presence of sufficient amount of prior knowledge. However, we can not quantitatively define what sufficient means in the context of an arbitrary signaling system; we suggest for practical applications keep a reasonable balance between the prior knowledge and plausible reactions.

Chapter 3 demonstrates an application of Reactionet lasso to uncovering the mechanisms of fractional killing during TRAIL-induced apoptosis. This chapter addresses both problems of intrinsic and extrinsic variability during signaling. The previously reported asynchrony of apoptosis after exposure to TRAIL can in principle arise because of two reasons: variation in protein concentrations before the onset of apoptosis and the stochastic nature of signaling reactions. Our collaborators performed extensive mass cytometry time snapshot measurements spanning the duration of TRAIL-induced apoptosis. The panel of measured markers was chosen to most informatively cover potential causes of apoptotic asynchrony in TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Analysis of individual snapshots demonstrated progressive dynamics of asynchrony: starting from a unimodal distribution before the stimulation of apoptosis (by the end of 6 hours) cells show distinct bimodal behavior.

Since Reactionet lasso only addresses intrinsic variability we combined it with snapshot matching approach by optimal transport. Cell matching between the snapshots is an indispensable part of addressing the extrinsic heterogeneity. Optimal transport allowed to select a set of markers, differences in initial concentration of which before the stimulus could be causing fractional killing effect. And as a next step Reactionet lasso was used to generate hypothesis in which signaling reactions these markers could be involved. Proposed mechanisms were validated with inhibitory experiments.

Despite the demonstrated success of application of Reactionet lasso towards understanding mechanisms of apoptotic signaling, it is a valid question if we were using "a hammer to crack a nut". The conclusions that we were drawing for the problem of fractional killing are rather of a causal, rather than mechanistic nature. In the end, apart of assuming the stochastic reaction networks to be a generating mechanism of intrinsic cell-to-cell variability, we never explicitly constructed a mechanistic model after. The main reason for that the the state of the art model of TRAIL-induced apoptosis [3] already contains around 60 nodes and doesn’t include any interactions with stress or survival pathway which we demonstrated to be important. So if we would set ourselves with a task to construct a precise mechanistic model of the mechanistic model (mass action, Michaelis-Menten or Hill kinetics), we would be immediately lost in modeling
latent nodes, which were not observed in our study. A legitimate question is if do we even need this detailed road map of the signaling in order to design drug treatment. If we zoom out a bit from modeling and just ask ourselves "why" do we need a mechanistic model, the answer would probably be "to design drug interventions". And if we have look in the simple hierarchy of modern approaches towards modeling systems [4], we will notice that the aforementioned question could be answered not only by means of mechanistic modeling, but with a perhaps simpler class of Structural Equation Models.

Structural Equation Models gained so far very little attention in Systems Biology, however their success to answer causal question in molecular biology was already recently demonstrated [5]. In Chapter 4 we focus on a comprehensive modeling of extrinsic cell-to-cell variability with Structural Equations Models. We demonstrate that when the time explicitly incorporated into the Structural Equations Model (SEM), the feedback loops don’t constitute a problem anymore. We propose MassCaRA, a simple algorithm to learn the structure of SEM from single-cell time snapshots and intervention experiments.

Obviously, there is "no free lunch" and the frequency of the time snapshots and the quality and amount of the interventions would affect the overall applicability of this approach towards signaling systems. Essentially, when performing snapshot measurements, we want to be sure that they cover the dynamics of the process. However, the latter statement is based on the scientific intuition and interesting question for the further research would be how to perform optimal experimental design in order to extract the most information about the system from experimental data. In particular, the questions would be: (i) how frequent should the snapshot be; (ii) would measuring the snapshots at equal time intervals help the structure learning procedure; (iii) which type interventions lead to a better identifiability of the model; (iv) how to infer not only the structure, but also the parameters of the model. Another interesting direction of the research would be given a Structural Equation Model, to design an optimal intervention strategy to achieve a desired outcome, e.g. complete induction of apoptosis avoiding fractional killing effect.
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A Supplementary material
Chapter 2

A.1. S1 Text

Moment expansion. Let’s consider Stochastic Chemical Reaction Network described in Methods. Let’s denote stoichiometric matrix of this system as $S = \{s\}_{ij}$. In mass action kinetics propensity function $a_l(x; k_l)$ can be represented as $a_l(x; k_l) = k_l \cdot g_l(x)$, where

$$g_l(X(t)) = \begin{cases} X_a(t)X_b(t), & \text{for bimolecular reactions } R_l : a + b \to \ldots \\ X_a(t), & \text{for unimolecular reactions } R_l : a \to \ldots \end{cases}$$

We can derive equations for moment expansion for mass action kinetics for moments of any order. However, for the reactionet lasso we use only moments up to second order, so we provide closed form equations only for these moments. Let denote $\mu_i(t) = \mathbb{E}[X_i(t)]$, $\sigma_i(t) = \text{Var}[X_i(t)]$, $c_{ij}(t) = \text{Cov}(X_i(t), X_j(t))$.

Then dynamics of means follows:

$$\frac{d\mu_i}{dt}(t) = \sum_l k_l \cdot F_{il}(t), \quad (A.1)$$

where

$$F_{il}(t) = s_{il} \cdot \mathbb{E}[g_l(X(t))]$$
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The dynamics of variances follows:

\[ \frac{d\sigma_i}{dt}(t) = \sum_l k_l * F_{(N+i)}(t), \quad (A.2) \]

where

\[ F_{(N+i)}(t) = s_{il}^2 * \mathbb{E}[g_l(X(t))] + 2s_{il} * \text{Cov}(X_i(t), g_l(X(t))). \]

And the dynamics of covariances follows:

\[ \frac{d\text{c}_{ij}}{dt}(t) = \sum_l k_l * F_{(N(i+1)+j)}(t), \quad (A.3) \]

where

\[ F_{(N(i+1)+j)}(t) = s_{il}^2 * \mathbb{E}[g_l(X(t))] + s_{il} * \text{Cov}(X_j(t), g_l(X(t))) + s_{jl} * \text{Cov}(X_i(t), g_l(X(t))). \]
A.2. S2 Text

Information criteria. The output of the reactionet lasso is a set of nested models. Selection of the optimal solution in terms of true/false positive tradeoff without ground truth still remains an open question. In the current paper we applied different strategies based on information criteria. To assess trade-off of goodness-of-fit and cardinality of the solution we used Akaike information criteria (AIC) or Bayesian information criteria (BIC).

A common selection strategy is to use the minimum of either of these functions. However, we found this strategy suboptimal for reactionet lasso. Evaluation of information criteria turns out to be monotonously improving for many problems, as it was the case for our problem instances. We therefore recommend to use 1st, 2nd etc. maximum of absolute change in the information criteria. Fig.2.6 demonstrates how absolute change of the BIC corresponds to desirable true/false positive trade-off (black dots labeled "1", "2", "3"). We applied described approach to the regression problem formulation from Eq.2.3 (see Results).
A.3. S3 Text

Inference of binomial noise correction for empirical moments. Let $X$ a random variable denoting theoretical abundance of a given species $s$ at a given time point $t$. Let assume that as an outcome of an experiment we observe $X_{\text{obs}}$, which follows binomial distribution $\text{Bi}(X, p)$ with some fixed probability of success $p$. This allows us to explicitly formalize connections between moments of $X$ and $X_{\text{obs}}$:

$$\mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}] = \mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}|X] = \mathbb{E}[X] = p \mathbb{E}[X]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

$$\mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}^2] = \mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}^2|X] = \mathbb{E}[Xp(1-p) + X^2 p^2] = p(1-p) \mathbb{E}[X] + p^2 \mathbb{E}[X^2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

$$\mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}^2] = \mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}^2|X] = \mathbb{E}[Xp(1-p) + X^2 p^2] = p(1-p) \mathbb{E}[X] + p^2 \mathbb{E}[X^2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

$$\text{Var}[X_{\text{obs}}] = \mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}^2] - [\mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}]^2] = = p(1-p) \mathbb{E}[X] + p^2 \mathbb{E}[X^2] - p^2 (\mathbb{E}[X])^2 = p(1-p) \mathbb{E}[X] + p^2 \text{Var}[X]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

$$\mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}1, X_{\text{obs}}, 2] = \mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}1, X_{\text{obs}}, 2|X_1, X_2] = \mathbb{E}[pX_1pX_2] = p^2 \mathbb{E}[X_1X_2]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

$$\text{Cov}(X_{\text{obs}}, 1, X_{\text{obs}}, 2) = \mathbb{E}[X_{\text{obs}}, 1 X_{\text{obs}}, 2] - \mathbb{E}X_{\text{obs}}, 1 \mathbb{E}X_{\text{obs}}, 2 = = p^2 \mathbb{E}[X_1X_2] - p \mathbb{E}[X_1]p \mathbb{E}[X_2] = p^2 \text{Cov}(X_1, X_2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)
A.4. S4 Text

Biological replicates. As a default, we consider single time series experiments. Reactionet lasso analysis easily accommodates multiple replicates. Specifically, replicate specific response vectors $b_k$ and design matrices $A_k$ for each condition $k$ are utilized to construct a problem instance by concatenation and apply reactionet lasso as described:

Matrix concatenation strategy:

1. Perform bootstrapping of stoichiometric moment function evaluations separately for each of the replicates $k$.

2. Construct joint regression problem by concatenation:
   
   response vector $b := [b_1 b_2 \ldots b_n]$
   
   design matrix $A := [A_1 A_2 \ldots A_n]$.

3. Run reactionet lasso on the joint regression problem defined by $b$ and $A$. 
A.5. S1 Dataset

For TRAIL induced apoptosis signaling cascade inference we used 33 equally distributed time points (in seconds) between 0 and 8 hours: [0, 900, 1800, 2700, 3600, 4500, 5400, 6300, 7200, 8100, 9000, 9900, 10800, 11700, 12600, 13500, 14400, 15300, 16200, 17100, 18000, 18900, 19800, 20700, 21600, 22500, 23400, 24300, 25200, 26100, 27000, 27900, 28800].
A.6. Supplementary Figures
Supplementary Figure A.1.: Structure learning performance of the reactionet lasso for $10^5$ single cell trajectories evaluated at 13 time points for (A) apoptotic receptor subunit (no measurement noise); (B) the enzymatic system. Empirical moment gradients estimated with cubic splines. Solution selected with Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC).
Supplementary Figure A.2.: Regularization paths in terms of true/false positive tradeoff over different data availability situations. Results for reactionet lasso application to apoptotic receptor subunit (no measurement noise). (A-B) Empirical moment gradients estimated with “smooth” procedure: (A) $10^5$ single cell trajectories evaluated at different amount of time points (tp) as indicated in the legend. (B) Different number of single cell trajectories: $10^3$, $10^4$, $10^5$ evaluated at thirteen time points. (C-E) Results for different empirical moment gradient estimates: smooth(red), splines (blue), FDS (green) for different amount of time points: 28 (C), 13 (D), 7 (E).
Supplementary Figure A.3.: Regularization paths in terms of true/false positive trade-off over different data availability situations. Results for reactionet lasso application to enzymatic system (no measurement noise). (A-B) Empirical moment gradients estimated with “smooth” procedure: (A) $10^5$ single cell trajectories evaluated at different amount of time points (tp) as indicated in the legend. (B) Different number of single cell trajectories: $10^3$, $10^4$, $10^5$ evaluated at thirteen time points. (C-E) Results for different empirical moment gradient estimates: smooth(red), splines (blue), FDS (green) for different amount of time points: 28 (C), 13 (D), 7 (E).
Supplementary Figure A.4.: Overlay of five regularization paths in terms of true/false positive tradeoff over different data availability situations. Results for reactionet lasso application to apoptotic receptor subunit ($p = 0.05$) with 13 time points. Results for different empirical moment gradient estimates: splines (red), FDS (blue) for different amount of time points: 28 (A), 13 (B), 7 (C).

Supplementary Figure A.5.: Structure learning performance of the reactionet lasso for $10^5$ single cell trajectories evaluated at 13 time points for apoptotic receptor subunit ($p = 0.05$). Empirical moment gradients estimated with cubic splines. Solution selected with Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC).
Supplementary Figure A.6.: Analysis of standard deviation of moment and stoichiometric moment function estimates for high order moments for different sample sizes. Results for application to apoptotic receptor subunit (p = 0.05). (A) Absolute values of standard deviation of moment estimate estimated from bootstrap for the apoptotic receptor subunit with no noise with $10^5$ (red), $10^4$ (blue), $10^3$ (green) trajectories, 13 time points. (B) Relative change of standard deviation of the moment estimates with decreasing number of trajectories compared to $10^5$. (C) Corresponding absolute and relative change of standard deviation of design matrix estimate (with stoichiometric moment functions as entries) with decreasing number of samples compared to $10^5$. 
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Supplementary Figure A.7.: Overlay of five regularization paths in terms of true/false positive tradeoff over different data availability situations. Results for *reactionet lasso* application to apoptotic receptor subunit for uniform selection of timepoints. Results for different empirical moment gradient estimates: splines (red), FDS (blue) for different amount of time points and different levels of noise: 28 (A, D), 13 (B, E), 7 (C, F).
Supplementary Figure A.8.: Original reaction network of TRAIL induced apoptosis. Different modules colored in different colors. Reactions connecting the models depicted in gray.
Supplementary Figure A.9.: Comparison of the reactionet lasso with various simplified baseline procedures. RL = reactionet lasso; STlsq = sequential thresholded regression, TF = Topological filtering. All methods applied to Moment Equations of 1st and 2nd order correspondingly. Results for: (A) the apoptotic receptor subunit with noise (p = 0.05) with $10^5$ trajectories, 13 time points; (B) TRAIL-induced apoptosis with noise (p = 0.05) with $10^5$ trajectories, 33 time points. TF2 was interrupted after 2h hours and didn’t produce any solution in the range of cardinality represented on the plot.
Supplementary Figure A.10.: Results for application of different strategies for reactionet lasso for the case of multiple replicates to apoptotic receptor subunit ($p = 0.05$). Red dots correspond to different replicates. Size of the dot proportional to the frequency of the solution between the replicates. Blue line corresponds to the strategy of concatenating design and response matrices.
Supplementary Figure A.11.: Recovery of the dynamics of mean trajectories by the *reactionet lasso*. Red: observed data for $10^5$ single cell trajectories evaluated at 13 time points for apoptotic receptor subunit without measurement noise. Solution selected with AIC for two distinct scenarios: *ab initio* learning (blue), *a priori* specified reaction identified false negative in *ab initio* learning setting (green).
B Supplementary material
Chapter 3
Supplementary Figure B.1.: Raw output of Reactionet lasso. Black edges correspond to the fixed reactions. The number assigned to a reaction corresponds to the relative confidence of this reaction: the lower the number, the more confident we are about the reaction.
C Supplementary material

Chapter 4
Supplementary Figure C.1.: Causal graphs for synthetic models simulated from CTTSM.
Supplementary Figure C.2.: SBML model graph representing full mechanistic models (observed nodes are green) and the corresponding causal graph for a synthetic system generated from ODE model.
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